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Software Industry in Romania – a Vision for IP-Based
Growth
Romania has had an important tradition in research, development and
innovation in the technical field. Romanian engineers have always been
appreciated abroad and lower labor costs have helped attracting interesting
and more significant projects towards the local industry.
This has been an important factor of growth, even before the domestic
market became significant in its own right. Working for clients abroad
helped companies, teams and specialists develop technology and industry
knowledge, as teams have been involved in defining project specifications,
identifying business needs and technical solutions. The capabilities thus
acquired have since been used in projects for the local market or the
development of own products.
Even if, given contract requirements, this information is not always made
public, Romanian companies have been developing complex projects if one
looks at client companies and industries, but also if we are considering the
solutions delivered that tackle sensitive content, secure data etc.
Numerous R&D centers of multinational companies that are present in
Romania have also created the premises of product development, even if the
projects are generally commissioned by their headquarters.
All of this context has led to the development of a corpus of entrepreneurial
initiatives rolled out by enthusiastic experienced professionals who have
previously gained experience in complex projects for product development.
Romania has at this point seen successful product-based companies and
businesses that have impacted both the entrepreneurial spirit and the
technological innovation in the industry. They might still be small in number,
but have significant market value, to which a few exits at the top for niche or
industry leaders have largely contributed.
As this study will show, growth for the product segment in the overall
industry revenues has been slow, but steady and more manifest in absolute
values. Given the specifics of this business, that sees recurrent revenues but
inversely proportional with direct costs, this steady growth is more relevant
than for the services-based segment, as the embedded value of IP generated
revenues will grow more quickly due to its natural ability to scale.
In a context where the human resources pool for our industry is decreasing,
the services-based businesses are seeing their development conditioned by
the yearly number of people entering the labor market; IP-based businesses,
on the other hand, do not have the same type of constraint, since they
employ fewer, but better-skilled people, with very diverse backgrounds,
rather business than technical related.
The general context is favorable to the emergence of more entrepreneurial
initiatives and startups. Opportunities for financing the businesses are raising
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and more money is available through investment funds and business angels,
there are networks of accelerators and incubators and hubs – either local or
international – interested in raising the profiles of Romanian startups, there
are programs designed to encourage and assist entrepreneurs in bringing
their ideas to life, there are already incentives, support legislation and
alternative financial instruments for funding new projects and ideas.
ANIS as a representative association for the software industry in Romania has
made it its mission to encourage the development of the local industry, both
for the services and for the product development segments.
We are however adamant in voicing our public support for an IP-based
business model for our industry, based on the exceptional opportunity that
this industry has to see exponential growth.
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1. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 2013-2019
1.1 General Considerations
Pushed up by the high demand from Western Europe and the still very
attractive cost structure, the growth of the Romanian software and IT services
industry is inhibited by the lack of availability in number and IT skills set of
resources that the customers are looking for.
It is estimated that the software and IT services industry will generate more
than 3% of Romania’s GDP in 3 years, provided the industry manages to
leverage and compensate a legacy education system and still a low rate of
foreigners (especially from Ukraine, Bulgaria, Serbia, etc.) with high IT skills
attracted in the country.
Being based on its human capital and able to pay its specialists much higherthan-the-average salaries, the software and IT services sector is clearly a
growth vector for the country’s reputation, wealth and stability.
On the mid-term, the trend of increasing the value added to the IT services
provided from Romania is visible, while still focusing on growing on the junior
workforce, for which the gap from Western costs is the most important.
On the longer term, Romania’s positioning is expected to consolidate as a
target market for higher added-value services, R&D centers and significant
domestic market projects that would include high-end solutions and
technologies.
PAC, during its 17+ years of market research and strategic consulting services
on the Romanian market, has remarked the very interesting compensation
between the two quite different segments that compose the Romanian
software and IT services sector: the local market and the export of IT services,
with software products development generating rather small percentages of
the sector turnover.
Since 2008, these two segments have grown at very different paces and
we expect that, especially because of the lack of resources, the individual
growth rates will be steady and contribute to accelerating differences
between them.
It is worth mentioning that the export of software and IT services in 2016 is
expected to exceed 2.5 billion euro, which is more than the double of the
value registered 4 years ago, while during the same period the domestic
market demand increased by less than 200 million euros.
The Romanian software and IT services market has been affected by several
strong internal and external factors, which have influenced its development
and the chances of the IT suppliers to grow or even to continue to exist.
With an overall maturity still behind Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary or
Slovakia, Romania has been the only country in the region where very few
IT suppliers have captured almost the full market for complex IT solutions in
the public sector and state-controlled companies, especially in energy, but
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also in transportation, relationship with the political power playing the most
important role.
During the last 3 to 5 years, several of the leading local IT systems integrators
have been subject to investigations around corruption and/or tax evasion,
resulting in some declaring insolvency and others significantly restructured
their business.
The local private market is concentrated around multinationals, in terms of
potential multi-million IT deals, albeit local budget spending is uncertain,
even for them. Nevertheless, there are clear signs of an increasing local IT
market maturity, increasingly educated IT managers/CIOs, as well as top
executives. The types of solutions and IT tools required show a growing
interest in business-oriented technologies, with lower TCO and faster ROI.
The overall climate in the private sector remains characterized by decisions
that are made slowly and carefully, money being spent only to meet clear
and focused targets, in the short term. Most companies are still reluctant to
launch IT projects fully delivered by IT suppliers, which makes the time &
material model still very popular.
The offshore/ nearshore IT centers have significantly developed and continue
to expand very fast, being and boosted by fiscal incentives, a significant pool
of highly qualified resources, as well as a growing demand from developed
markets (especially Western Europe and the US) to decrease software
development and other IT services-related costs.
However, this development has not been focused so far on very high addedvalue software product development or critical IT services, but mostly on
low-end support services, coding and application management, where the
cost difference was the highest.
Looking at the ownership structure of the software and IT services
companies in Romania, it results that strategic investors (IT corporations) and
entrepreneurs have been the most active during the last 10 years. Investment
funds and “business angels” are increasingly visible on the market, analyzing
different opportunities to enter the capital of high-potential local IT
companies.
In the current environment, where the large multinationals clearly dominate
the software and IT services sector, it is obvious that the chance of local
entrepreneurs is almost exclusively in the development of high added-value
services and/or software products targeting the global market.
Niche software products tailored for the local market cannot generate
enough business volumes to sustain their development, while commoditized
IT solutions for global markets cannot be expected to be competitive in front
of hundreds of other vendors already present on the targeted markets.

1.2 Industry Overview
In the current environment, where the large multinationals clearly dominate
the software and IT services sector, it is obvious that the chance of local
entrepreneurs is almost exclusively in the development of high added-value
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services and/or software products targeting the global market.
Niche software products tailored for the local market cannot generate
enough business volumes to sustain their development, while commoditized
IT solutions for global markets cannot be expected to be competitive in front
of hundreds of other vendors already present on the targeted markets.

Fig. 1 | Romania - Total SITS Industry - Volumes and Growth Rates
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1.3 Industry sizing by customer location
In Europe and at worldwide level, global delivery has matured at a rapid
pace during the last 10 years and the shape and focus of offshore/nearshore
sourcing engagements has changed dramatically, from a focus on low-risk,
cost-focused body shopping deals to broad-scope, high-value projects
supported across multiple delivery locations.
Currently, the growth for offshore/nearshore revenues is five-to-ten times
larger than the traditional IT business. Actually, it is no longer a case of buyers
either deciding to offshore their IT functions or not. Many organizations are
increasingly looking to use ‘blended’ delivery models that combine costeffective resourcing with local domain and management expertise. This trend
has led many offshore and nearshore heritage companies to develop their
onshore presence through acquisition or asset-transfer deals.
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Annual Growth Rates

Market Volumes (in million EUR)

5,000

This has led to a blurring of the lines between the traditional offshore services
providers and Western services companies, which have invested heavily in
ramping up their own presence in low-cost countries in order to remain price
competitive.
This creates a new challenge for buyers in terms of how they can differentiate
between suppliers. PAC believes that while the use of global sourcing is
vital to ensure competitive pricing for IT services delivery, it is not enough
for suppliers to simply offer buyers the cost benefits of labor arbitrage.
Global delivery needs to form part of a broader IT services proposition that
incorporates industrialization, automation and innovation in order to deliver
maximum value to clients.
However, price remains the most powerful weapon in the offshore and
nearshore pure-play vendors’ armory. Romanian salary inflation caused by a
highly competitive labor market, coupled with a quite stable local currency
has eroded some of Romania’s cost advantage. But bids placed by Romanian
IT services companies or delivery centers continue to consistently offer a
lower price than their Western counterparts.
It is not just the cost of the Romanian vendors’ labor, but also the flexibility
of their human resources that has attracted many organizations to sign
deals with them. Although the suppliers are keen not to be seen as ‘bodyshopping’ organizations that fill clients’ gaps in internal skills, their ability
to rapidly find relevant teams of skilled IT workers at short notice is a major
selling point. Of course, this is something that established Western players
such as IBM, Accenture, HP, Capgemini, Atos or Indian players are also able to
deliver.
The Indian companies have higher shares in more mature outsourcing
markets such as the US and the UK, compared to countries such as France,
Italy or or even Germany, where they have yet to make a significant impact.
However, the leading suppliers are all making a concerted push to achieve
balanced regional revenue split and become less dependent on the US.

Fig. 3 | Romania - Total SITS Industry – Market destination - Volumes and Growth Rates
Romania - Total SITS Industry - Revenue Breakdown by Destination Market - Volumes
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Fig. 4 | Romania - Total SITS Industry – Market destination - Volumes and Growth Rates
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Fig. 5 | Romania - Total SITS Industry – Market destination 2012-2014
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Fig. 6 | Romania - Total SITS Industry – Market destination 2016-2019
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Fig. 7 | Romania - Total Export SITS Revenues by Customer Location – Volumes and Growth Rates
Romania - Total Export SITS Revenues by Customer Location Market Volumes
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Fig. 8 | Romania - Total Export SITS Revenues by Customer Location – Shares
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1.4 Industry sizing by products and services
The demand is still higher for infrastructure-related projects, despite the
relative market maturation, including related software, which leads to a high
share of system infrastructure software, databases etc., within software and IT
services.
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Fig. 9 | Romania - SITS Revenues from Romanian Customers – Volumes and Growth Rates
Romania - SITS Revenues from Romanian Customers
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Fig. 10 | Romania - SITS Industry 2012- 2016 - 2019: Shares of Segments - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Fig. 11 | Romania - SITS Industry 2014-2016-2019: Shares of Categories - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Fig. 12 | Romania - IT Services Market 2012-2019: Growth Rates by Segment - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Fig. 13 | Romania - Own IP Software Products Market 2012-2019: Growth Rates by Segment - Chart - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Fig. 14 | Romania - Market Volumes and Annual Growth Rates in the Infrastructure-related
IT Services Market - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Fig. 15 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the Application related
IT Services Market - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Fig. 16 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the BPO & Call Center
IT Services Market - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Fig. 17 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the
Infrastructure Software & Systems Market - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Fig. 18 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the
Application Software Products Market - Romanian Customers Revenue
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Very much in contrast to the domestic market, the offshore/ near shore IT
industry is represented almost exclusively by IT services, with very, very low
share of software products developed in Romania and sold globally.
Offshore/ Nearshore is no longer just apps services. Still, the majority
of work that is currently sourced from offshore locations comes from
applications development, support and maintenance services. But this
will decrease as a proportion over the next five years as these activities
commoditize and suppliers focus on areas such as infrastructure
management, product engineering, consulting services and BPO.
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Infrastructure management is the hottest of these three areas at present, as
customers increasingly look at how they can use offshore delivery to reduce
the cost of supporting their data centers, servers, desktops and networks, as
well as their applications.
With a long tradition in software development, the Romanian IT teams
(belonging to local owners or foreign companies) are very much focused
on application-related services, with most of it around custom software
development and application management.
However, during the last 3 to 5 years, there have been new, significant
teams of consultants and higher added-value services that are proposed by
independent or captive IT centers from Romania.
A market relatively new in Romania – the BPO (of which we have considered
for this report only the IT-intensive part, where there is a dominant IT
component of the business process services provided) has developed
especially thanks to the demand from Western Europe. For these services,
Romania has shown a clear differentiator through the availability of young,
IT-skilled graduates fluent in different European languages.

Fig. 19 | Romania - SITS Revenues from Foreign Customers – Volumes and Growth Rates
Romania - SITS Revenues from Foreign Customers
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45
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61
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Romania - SITS Revenues from Foreign Customers
Annual Growth Rates
in %

12/13

13/14

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

CAGR
15/19

Total Revenue

24.3%

27.1%

31.3%

23.2%

18.5%

15.1%

14.0%

17.6%

Total IT Services

24.0%

27.3%

32.1%

23.4%

18.7%

15.4%

14.1%

17.8%

Infrastructure-related

23.0%

27.0%

33.0%

26.4%

19.3%

16.9%

15.3%

19.4%

Application related

24.2%

26.9%

31.0%

21.5%

17.4%

13.7%

12.3%

16.2%

IT-intensive BPO

25.0%

29.7%

36.2%

27.0%

23.7%

20.1%

19.7%

22.6%

27.2%

25.2%

22.5%

20.3%

15.8%

12.3%

12.6%

15.2%

Infrastructure Software & Systems

25.0%

24.0%

22.6%

18.4%

13.3%

11.8%

10.5%

13.5%

Application Software Products

27.9%

25.6%

22.4%

20.8%

16.6%

12.4%

13.2%

15.7%

Own IP Software Products
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Fig. 20 | Romania - SITS Industry 2012- 2016 - 2019: Shares of Segments - Foreign Customers Revenue
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Fig. 21 | Romania - SITS Industry 2014-2016-2019: Shares of Categories - Foreign Customers Revenue
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Total Software Products

Fig. 22 | Romania - IT Services Market 2012-2019: Growth Rates by Segment - Chart - Foreign Customers Revenue
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Fig. 23 | Romania - Own IP Software Products Market 2012-2019: Growth Rates by Segment - Chart - Foreign Customers Revenue
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Fig. 24 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the
Infrastructure-related IT Services Market - Foreign Customers Revenue
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Fig. 25 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the
Application related IT Services Market - Foreign Customers Revenue
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Fig. 26 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the
BPO & Call Center IT Services Market - Foreign Customers Revenue
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Fig. 27 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the
Infrastructure Software & Systems Market - Foreign Customers Revenue
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Fig. 28 | Romania - Market Volumes (in m EUR) and Annual Growth Rates in the
Application Software Products Market - Foreign Customers Revenue
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1.5 Industry sizing by main verticals
Fig. 29 | Romania - SITS Revenues from Romanian Customers – Volumes and Growth Rates by Verticals
Romania - SITS Revenues from Romanian Customers - Market Volumes by Verticals
Revenue from Romanian Customers
(in million EUR)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total Revenue

867

897

953

991

1,036

1,154

1,314

1,482

Industry

137

146

161

174

189

210

241

273

Banking

124

126

133

139

146

161

183

206

Insurance

24

25

26

27

26

29

33

37

287

293

299

294

290

335

389

451

Telecom

86

89

97

102

108

115

126

136

Utilities

69

69

72

75

80

86

102

118

Public Administration

Retail & Wholesale

57

61

68

75

83

92

101

110

Services & Consumers

52

56

62

68

75

84

94

103

Transportation

31

33

36

37

39

42

45

48

Romania - SITS Revenues from Romanian Customers - Annual Growth Rates by Verticals
in %
Total Revenue

12/13

13/14

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

CAGR
15/19

3.5%

6.3%

4.0%

4.6%

11.4%

13.9%

12.8%

10.6%

Industry

6.6%

10.3%

7.9%

8.8%

11.1%

14.8%

13.3%

12.0%

Banking

1.6%

5.6%

4.5%

5.0%

10.3%

13.7%

12.6%

10.3%

Insurance

1.0%

4.1%

5.9%

-3.7%

11.5%

13.8%

12.1%

8.2%

Public Administration

2.1%

1.9%

-1.5%

-1.2%

15.4%

16.1%

15.8%

11.3%

Telecom

4.1%

9.0%

5.2%

5.9%

6.5%

9.6%

7.9%

7.5%

Utilities

0.7%

4.3%

4.2%

6.7%

7.5%

18.6%
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12.0%
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5.6%
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2.8%

5.4%

7.7%

7.1%

6.7%

6.7%
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Fig. 31 | Romania - SITS Revenues from Romanian Customers – Shares of Vertical Sectors and CAGR 15/19
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Fig. 30 | Romania - SITS Revenues from Romanian Customers – Volumes and Growth Rates by Verticals

Fig. 32 | Romania - SITS Revenues from Foreign Customers – Volumes and Growth Rates by Verticals
Romania - SITS Revenues from Foreign Customer - Market Volumes by Verticals
Revenue from Foreign Customers
(in million EUR)
Total Revenue

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

1,010

1,255

1,595

2,095

2,580

3,057

3,520

4,013

Industry

385

487

633

855

1,035

1,210

1,365

1,530

Banking

147

188

287

397

535

672

805

945

57

70

85

101

121

135

148

162

Insurance
Public Administration

22

25

28

31

34

39

44

49

Telecom

46

55

69

85

98

110

125

141

Utilities

30

35

39

46

53

60

67

74

Retail & Wholesale

120

145

165

205

246

291

340

392

Services & Consumers

165

205

240

315

390

465

544
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38

45

49

60

68

75
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Transportation

Romania - SITS Revenues from Foreign Customer - Growth Rates by Verticals
in %

12/13

13/14

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

CAGR
15/19

Total Revenue

24.3%

27.1%

31.3%

23.2%

18.5%

15.1%

14.0%

17.6%

Industry

26.5%

30.0%

35.1%

21.1%

16.9%

12.8%

12.1%

15.7%

Banking

27.9%

52.7%

38.3%

34.8%

25.6%

19.8%

17.4%

24.2%

Insurance

22.8%

21.4%
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11.6%

9.6%
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Fig. 33 | Romania - SITS Revenues from Foreign Customers – Volumes and Growth Rates by Verticals

Fig. 34 | Romania - SITS Revenues from Foreign Customers – Shares of Vertical Sectors and CAGR 15/19
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1.6 Number of employees
The labour market is tightening on the back of robust software and IT services
industry growth. The unemployment rate has been close to zero in this field
and there is an increasing preoccupation from IT companies to differentiate
themselves in order to attract both experienced people and high-potential
yound graduates.
PAC’s latest analysis of the world’s 50 largest IT services vendors also reveals
that they have almost 40% of their global headcount based in low-cost
locations. This represents a substantial increase compared to the level of 20%
ten years ago.
One of the major trends in global delivery is that buyers are increasingly keen
to explore multiple locations. Indian IT services providers have experienced
salary inflation, particularly in the technology hot spots of Bangalore,
Mumbai, Delhi and Chennai. And while India certainly remains a price
competitive option, some skills can be sourced at an even better rate from
other locations.

Fig. 35 | Romania - Total SITS Industry - Employees and Productivity – Volumes and Growths
Romania - Total SITS Industry
Employees and Productivity - Volumes
Full time equivalent

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Number of employees

64,790

70,360

76,610

84,230

91,790

99,760

107,830

116,280

Productivity (EUR/employee)

28,963

30,586

33,261

36,635

39,399

42,214

44,833

47,257

17/18

18/19

CAGR
15/19

Romania - Total SITS Industry
Employees and Productivity - Annual Growth Rates
in %

12/13

13/14

Number of employees

8.6%
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5.6%
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Fig. 36 | Romania - Total SITS Industry - Employees and Productivity – Volumes and Growths
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Fig. 37 | Romania - Total SITS Industry - Technical vs. Non-Technical Employees – Volumes and Growth Rates
Romania - Total SITS Industry
Technical vs. Non-Technical Employees - Volumes
Full time equivalent

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total Employees

64,790

70,360

76,610

84,230

91,790

99,760

107,830

116,280

Technical

54,420

59,455

65,188

72,060

78,929

86,175

93,600

101,420

Non-Technical

10,370

10,905

11,422

12,170

12,861

13,585

14,230

14,860

Romania - Total SITS Industry
Technical vs. Non-Technical Employees - Annual Growth Rates
in %
Total Employees
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CAGR
15/19

8.6%

8.9%

9.9%

9.0%

8.7%
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15.7%
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9.3%

9.6%

10.5%
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9.4%
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Fig. 38 | Romania - Total SITS Industry - Technical vs. Non-Technical Employees – Volumes and Growth Rates
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1.7 Dominant players and market shares
Fig. 39 - 40 | Players' Shares for the Total Romanian SITS industry
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Fig. 41 | Ownership by Revenues – Total industry
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Fig. 42 | Ownership by Revenues – Top Players
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Fig. 43 | Ownership by Number
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2. HORIZONTAL HOT TOPICS & TRENDS IN THE SOFTWARE AND
IT SERVICES INDUSTRY
The IT market is increasingly splitting into two main segments with opposite
dynamics:
• On the one hand, part of the “legacy” IT market will shrink even faster
than before, due to changes in operating and delivery models. In
particular, cloud and offshore models are continuing to have a strong
impact on the IT services market. The existing outsourcing business,
in particular, has come under immense pressure, due to increasing
nearshore/offshore delivery, increasing service automation and ever
more flexible pricing models (e.g. cloud computing).
• On the other hand, the “innovative” IT segments, e.g. cloud computing,
analytics/big data, digital, mobility and security will generate doubledigit market growth.
With regards to the application software market, the small and medium sized
businesses (SMBs), which play a major role in mature markets, contribute
significantly to growth. The SMB segment has a continuous need to replace
outdated or poorly integrated systems that no longer meet requirements.
The major challenges for IT providers in both software and IT services
segments include skill shortage, especially in some highly specialized areas
where recruiting and retaining highly experienced talents/experts is difficult
and the shift of buying power from IT to business, which is under way in
many mature countries and a challenge for IT vendors who are used to selling
to IT departments.
Innovative IT will play a major role in digital transformation as companies
redefine their business models based on enabling technologies, such as
analytics and big data, mobility and M2M (machine-to-machine).
Today, digital is quite often associated with customer-facing processes (e.g.
in marketing/CRM) and the new role of the CMO. However, digital generates
many more opportunities, both for “commercial” IT (e.g. for logistics
processes) and “technical” IT (embedded systems and M2M).
However, with the exception of a few lighthouse projects, the average deal
size around these new topics has, to date, remained limited. Moreover, many
customers still struggle with translating these technologies and concepts
into concrete business opportunities for their company, thus generating a
huge demand for pragmatic consulting. As success stories begin to spawn,
however, the pace of the market is set to accelerate.
Cloud computing, in particular, will be at the heart of this digital
transformation, for both infrastructure and applications. Moving to cloud
models (in particular IaaS, mixing private and public offerings in hybrid
models and SaaS) will help reduce the TCO (total cost of ownership)
of IT, alongside further improvements in industrialization, automation,
standardization and offshore, mainly affecting administrative applications.
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Among the market opportunities and trends, two targets should be
considered as long-term drivers: 1) digital, which concerns everything the
enterprise is about, both front and back office and 2) the Internet of Things
(IoT), which is the big concept close to mobility, M2M and embedded
systems.
Considering these two items as key market drivers, two current market
opportunities are leading spending on IT: big data and security.
Cloud computing and wireless networks are the catalysts of all these medium
and long-term trends. Indeed, it is primarily the possibilities offered by these
two concepts/technologies that allow companies to develop their business
into digital and IoT.
This also includes cloud computing and the digitalization that enables the
analysis of big data, resulting from the huge and growing amount of data.
Security is also a fundamental pillar of the cloud and a key warranty needed
by all users.

Fig. 45 | Global SITS Market – Main Hot Topics
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Fig. 46 | Domestic SITS Market – Main Hot Topics
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BI/ ANALYTICS/BIG DATA
Big data is definitely a major topic for companies all around the world. As is
often the case, this trend is particularly strong in the Americas (69%) while
Western Europe is lagging a bit behind (46%). However, PAC survey among
CxOs shows that all companies share the same business challenges, which
can be tackled for the most part by big data techniques.
On a global scale, more than half of the companies surveyed have stated
that they already have big data projects planned, under development or or
in progress and more than a third have said that they will spend more on big
data projects in the next couple of years. This is also true for Western Europe
alone.
The bigger the companies are, the more interested they are in big data and
the more they are willing to spend on it in the coming years. They also show
a strong interest in advanced, big data-related analytics technologies, such as
real time analytics and predictive analytics.
And because IT is the primary stakeholder in most big data projects (or even
the only stakeholder in 25% of cases), business users are often also involved;
all lines of business can benefit from big data, including finance & accounting,
marketing & sales, R&D, human resources, etc.
The more companies digitize their business processes, use the internet to
connect with value chain partners and integrate mobile devices into their
IT environments, the more IT/cyber security comes into focus. As PAC has
learned from various research projects, cloud computing and big data
increase the importance of security even more.
Application management is one way to save costs as well as shift the
workload of an internal IT department to an IT service provider.
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Big data and the digital transformation relate to each other because the
analysis of digital data from different sources and in different formats, is one
way to improve customer experience in digital channels.
The use of big data and the cloud together is also becoming increasingly
relevant, because big data is now being used to harness data from sensors
and machines everywhere in Internet of Things (IoT) environments, where
everything is connected and collecting data.
CLOUD COMPUTING
Americas region is the most important market for cloud computing today and
companies will expand the usage of cloud computing in the future. Especially
in the U.S., where the majority of cloud providers are headquartered,
using cloud computing has become common. Cloud computing is already
widespread and its use will continue to rise.
Among other reasons, the lack of trust in cloud computing due to security
concerns is one reason why cloud is a very important topic for only one in
five Western European companies. However, as US-based companies set
up local data centers in various countries and local software vendors and
IT service providers enter the cloud business, more and more European
companies are starting to evaluate cloud services, invest or at least consider
the usage of such offerings in the near future.
Larger enterprises can benefit more from cloud computing than smaller
organizations thanks to economies of scale.
Regarding Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), the three different deployment
options – public cloud, in-house private cloud and hosted private cloud – are
relevant today and will remain relevant in the future. Companies usually use a
mix of these options.
According to PAC analysis, cloud computing is not such a great topic in
Eastern Europe, but this varies from country to country. An important factor
here is the fact that in many countries a large share – often the largest
– comes from the public sector, which is not often open towards cloud
computing.
The APAC region with countries such as China, India and Japan seems to be
very open towards the use of cloud computing. However, APAC is anything
but a homogeneous region. For instance, the Japanese market is rather
conservative when it comes to cloud computing. On the other hand, China
and India are much more enthusiastic about cloud. For companies in China
and India, cloud computing can be the right strategy to rapidly deploy
new infrastructure and solutions in order to cope with the fast growth of
the economy in various segments. Also, companies in these two countries
typically do not have as much IT legacy to consider as their European
counterparts.
For larger companies (1,000 or more employees), cloud computing is
important as these organizations typically have larger and more complex IT
environments. They invest into cloud computing to deploy new solutions or
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for the extension of existing environments. Also, the migration of existing IT
systems to the cloud is on their IT agenda.
Smaller companies (100 to 500 employees) typically do not have a large IT
staff and therefore a less well-defined IT strategy. If they invest, they think
about cloud computing in a tactical rather than in a strategic way.
In Western Europe, 30 percent of the companies have not used public cloud
IaaS so far, but are planning to do so. As for the hosted private cloud, the
share is 35 percent. This means that in the near future, much more companies
in that region will be using services from external data centers.
Regarding the SaaS, its deployment in most function/process areas will be
from two to three times current levels within two years: a very rapid rate of
growth.
Today, the highest deployment/penetration levels for SaaS are generally in
the US and Northern/Western Europe. However other areas often exhibit the
strongest potential deployment growth rates. Factors such as privacy loom
large in some geographies such as Germany.
Telecoms and Financial Services have proven the most enthusiastic users of
SaaS across the different SaaS areas as a whole, but other industries like Retail
are very keen too, especially in areas where this can give better customer
leverage.
In the SaaS world, the vendors need to demonstrate through knowledge of
their customers’ domain (industry, process, geography and regulatory issues)
both to reach the customer and to help to understand the market potential of
a given SaaS solution.
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3. VERTICAL HOT TOPIC & TRENDS REGARDING IT-FOCUSED
INVESTMENTS
3.1 Manufacturing
3.1.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
The manufacturing industry is a very heterogeneous sector with a number of
sub-sectors, such as automotive, aerospace & defense, high tech & electrical
engineering, mechanical & plant engineering, construction, pharmaceuticals,
chemicals and oil & gas.
A major characteristic of the manufacturing industry is the large share of small
and medium-sized companies. Furthermore, this sector is typified by ongoing
internationalization and globalization, M&A activities, high price pressure
and the need to permanently reduce costs. The manufacturing industry also
shows (in parts) high export shares.
The optimization of production processes and supply chains is mandatory.
The need for shorter product development cycles and a shortened time to
market has become even more crucial for manufacturers. In addition, the
after-sales business has gained major importance for manufacturers in order
to increase revenues.
Generally, the manufacturing industry is strongly affected by the
development of new technologies (e.g. cyber-physical systems, embedded
software systems, mobility, big data, cloud, etc.), which has an impact
on both processes (e.g. product development, production, logistics) and
products (e.g. intelligent/smart products).
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3.1.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS

Fig. 47 | Romanian vs. Global SITS Market for Manufacturing – Main Hot Topics
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INDUSTRY 4.0
On the one hand, there are growing requirements and challenges for
manufacturers, such as global competitive pressure, which leads to
price pressure, which in turn requires ongoing efficiency increases in
manufacturing. Furthermore, for detailed cost analysis in manufacturing,
transparency has to be increased, particularly at shop-floor level.
Additionally, manufacturers need to react ever more flexibly to changing
customer requirements. And, last but not least, legal requirements call for
implementation, such as in the areas of product tracking or compliance with
environmental standards.
On the other hand, there are new possibilities to support manufacturers
through current technological/IT developments: Internet-based technologies
for industrial manufacturing (e.g. cyber-physical production systems) as well
as the central usage of data and services, such as from the cloud, “machineto-machine” communications technologies (M2M), mobile solutions (e.g.
tablet PCs in manufacturing, provision of apps), solutions for big data and
real-time analytics and also manufacturing execution systems (MES), as well
as increasingly standardized interfaces between the commercial IT systems at
top-floor level (ERP) and shop-floor level (e.g. MES).
PAC expects both dimensions - the strong challenges manufacturers
are facing today and the new technological/IT developments - to
drive investments in “Industry 4.0” initiatives. But PAC does not expect
revolutionary “Industry 4.0” IT projects on the shop floor in the short to
medium run. Instead, we see ongoing IT projects (in most cases under a
different name, though) through which manufacturers aim to optimize their
shop-floor processes, be it by developing shop-floor processes towards a
true “lean manufacturing concept” or by setting up a consistent master data
management or or be it by implementing efficient warehouse management
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processes (incl. bar code or RFID technologies).
These types of project can already be considered as first steps towards
Industry 4.0 from PAC’s point of view. Manufacturers should therefore not
consider Industry 4.0 as a separate new project with the goal to immediately
make all the processes on the shop floor more efficient simply by using
modern automation and IT solutions. What they should do instead is to
carefully look for potential to optimize shop-floor processes, which would be
a first step towards Industry 4.0.
While large manufacturers tend to focus on further optimizing their shopfloor IT and on connecting their distributed production facilities, PAC still sees
a lot of potential particularly among smaller and medium-sized manufacturers
to optimize their shop-floor processes. Today, there are still a lot of
manufacturers that meet existing compliance requirements (e.g. traceability)
on the shop floor (e.g. in the food or pharmaceutical industries) by doing a lot
of tracking & tracing manually, i.e. capturing production and/or machine data
using paper, rather than using modern software applications such as MES.
Investing in such solutions offers manufacturers considerable potential for
reducing operating costs, but also for meeting customer requirements (e.g.
transparency) and compliance requirements (e.g. traceability) in a much more
efficient way.
MOBILITY
Mobility concepts hold a lot of potential for manufacturers to increase
process efficiency both for business processes and shop-floor processes.
There are various scenarios that show how mobility can increase process
efficiency. For example, onsite support service staff can access the
companies’ ERP/CRM databases to view and/or edit customer-related service
and support data or directly access up-to-date maintenance manuals and
instructions, among other things. Furthermore, the mobile capture of machine
data directly at the machine on the shop floor or or the mobile monitoring
of production processes via mobile end-user devices are of growing
importance, as is the mobile capture of data from goods/palettes within
warehouse logistics processes. All these scenarios can be seen as IT projects
currently taking place at German manufacturers and manufacturers should
look into further potential for process optimization through using suitable
mobile devices and mobile applications.
Although using mobility technologies for process optimization does hold
cost-saving potential, PAC sees that the majority of manufacturers carry
out mobility projects only in a very selective manner, rather than following
a company-wide mobility strategy that also comprises topics such as the
integration of mobile devices into comprehensive UCC solutions (“mobile
workplace”), mobile device management, including “bring-your-own-device”
concepts and mobile process integration. In general, however, PAC expects
significantly increased demand for enterprise mobility consulting and
implementation services, which means additional business potential for IT
service providers.
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI)//BIG DATA
Projects that aim at increasing business and financial transparency through IT
have gained major importance. On the one hand, they are to reduce business
risks and on the other, they are to give a competitive edge and to identify
additional revenue potential.
In order to gain a competitive edge, manufacturers are challenged to adapt
more quickly to changes in customer demand (e.g. related to the volume
or the customization of products). BI can help to analyze the relevant
customer, product and market data. Moreover, BI plays an ever bigger role in
optimizing demand-side management as well as in integrating point-of-sale
data from wholesalers and retailers, especially in the consumer packaged
goods industry (e.g. textiles, paper, food & beverages). In this context, the
analysis of data that can be extracted from customer-centric social media
platforms will also become an important topic in the medium to long run.
Furthermore, BI can be used to increase the efficiency on the shop floor,
e.g. through so-called “predictive maintenance” concepts, which allow
minimizing the negative impact of machine downtimes due to maintenance
activities. Basically, the telemetry-based analysis and control of production
data has been gaining in importance, especially in the context of “Industry
4.0”.
In the German manufacturing industry, topics such as integrated ERP/MRP
solutions are quite mature, especially in the large-enterprise segment.
Enhancing these solutions by optimizing individual topics such as BI (or CRM
and SCM) is an area where PAC sees growth potential.
AFTER-SALES SERVICES
After-sales services play a major role in the manufacturing industry,
particulary in discrete manufacturing sub-segments such as mechanical and
plant engineering, aerospace and automotive. For IT users, this is important on the one hand because they can create additional revenue with attractive
margins; on the other, they can also boost customer satisfaction and thus
customer retention.
PAC has a twofold view on the after-sales services business:
• Firstly, manufacturers can push their spare parts business or offer
additional services such as maintenance and support (e.g. MRO),
additional insurance, etc. This, however, also requires appropriate CRM
and BI solutions that help target customers more precisely in order to
exploit additional sales potential and that support pro-active, targeted
offerings of after-sales services.
•
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Secondly, custom, value-added after-sales services also play a major role
in the manufacturing industry in order to gain a competitive advantage
or in order to increase customer satisfaction (e.g. remote maintenance
support for onsite machinery or enhanced spare parts logistics offerings
to minimize downtimes). This will drive investments in IT projects in the
fields of remote maintenance solutions and logistics (e.g. SCM, SRM or
warehouse management solutions).

CONNECTED CAR
The automotive industry is about to experience a technological leap that
will substantially change mobility. When considering the integration of
information technology and external services in their cars, topics such as
cloud computing, big data, vehicle connectivity, Internet of Things or or
autonomous driving are the subjects of various (pilot) projects. In order to
successfully realize new mobility scenarios and business areas, reliable and
well-functioning infrastructures as well as standards are needed. In order to
push and ensure a successful service value chain for connected car scenarios,
both hardware and software providers and the large car manufacturers are
therefore required to join forces.
LOGISTICS, WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT AND SCM
Efficient supply chains, logistics and distribution concepts are major
challenges for manufacturers today, especially since the area of
transportation is facing increasing energy costs (e.g. oil) and compliance
regulations related to climate protection, such as the reduction of CO2
emissions.
Particularly in manufacturing sub-segments where the supply chain has
become more and more global and complex (e.g. in the automotive original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) segment or in the electrical engineering
& high-tech segments), sophisticated SCM and collaboration solutions are
needed to better integrate suppliers, ensuring a secure and seamless data
flow along the global supply chains.
In addition, optimizing the supply chain execution (e.g. optimizing spare parts
logistics in the automotive or mechanical & plant engineering industries)
is another area where PAC still sees potential for manufacturers to invest in
order to increase transparency across the supply network and to reduce
costs.
Whereas PAC sees the large manufacturers having already implemented
efficient logistics solutions in both areas, warehouse and supply chain
management, PAC sees particular potential for the small and medium-sized
manufacturing segment to optimize warehouse management using modern
integrated software solutions (incl. mobility concepts using bar codes, RFID
etc.) in order to reduce costs and increase the transparency of logistics
processes.
PRODUCT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT (PLM)
PLM is an integrated solution comprising systems to create, visualize, simulate,
provide and manage product data over the entire product lifecycle, from the
first idea through production to recycling. The major goals of implementing
PLM solutions are to shorten time to market, reduce development costs,
improve product quality and increase customer satisfaction.
PLM is not a new topic at all, but neither is it a mature topic. Large enterprises
in particular have already invested in PLM systems in the past. Projects in this
segment cover, for instance, the integration of other business areas, such
as sales, marketing and services, by giving these departments role-based
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access to the manufacturer’s PLM system.
In the small and medium-sized manufacturing segment, PLM is not yet
a major topic. Projects in this segment are rather about product data
management (PDM) solutions (which can be considered as a precursor
of more comprehensive and integrated PLM solutions) that support the
management of product and development data. An area where PAC sees
ongoing investments by small and medium-sized manufacturers is not only
data management, but also the exchange of design data with external
suppliers or engineering partners.
In order to shorten the time to market, reduce development costs, improve
product quality and increase customer satisfaction, the challenge when trying
to implement a PLM solution is not so much to find the right technological
solutions for PLM (it is also important to note that PLM is not a single, “readyto-use” application); the main challenge is to develop a comprehensive
strategic PLM concept that is not only accepted by the engineers (e.g.
usability of tools), but also fully supported by senior management (incl.
all necessary process changes, motivation of engineers, especially in a
multicultural project environment) and that includes comprehensive change
management concepts.

3.2 Banking
3.2.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
The ramifications of the 2008 financial crisis continue to impact the European
and global banking industry. Even if the banking business in Western Europe
largely appears stable, banks are not yet sailing in calm waters. Banks, in
general, have to deal with various “crisis hot spots”, including the ongoing
euro crisis, the persistently low interest rate environment and the volatility in
certain markets (e.g. emerging markets). Of course, the nature of the bank
(e.g. local vs. global) determines whether or not it is affected by these factors.
Still, banks have several challenges in common and PAC alleges that customer
centricity is at the top of the business agenda of virtually every bank. This is
underlined by PAC’s recent global CIO survey. European banks, in particular,
consider it a challenge to respond to customer needs, which was confirmed
by 95% of our interview partners from the banking sector.
Broad agreement across banks also exists with regards to costs. In the light
of volatile financial markets, limited customer confidence in banks, as well as
long-term low interest rates, costs are a top aspect on the strategic agenda.
Consequently, every interview partner from the banking sector confirmed
cost reduction and efficiency pressure to be a current challenge. Virtually
every bank drives a major cost reduction initiative and staff and cost-cutting
measures are often in the news.
The objective to enhance customer centricity and reduce costs has a major
impact on the banks’ IT strategies and on IT spending. While customer
centricity is driving digital transformation, cost optimization attempts
influence areas such as out-tasking and outsourcing.
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Despite a tradition for the largest banks retaining strong in-house IT
capabilities, this shift in mind-set creates opportunities for third party SITS
providers who can help them to remove inefficiencies and increase cost
savings through integration and standardisation of the IT environment.
At the opposite end of the scale, the new market entrants to the UK banking
sector are creating opportunities for SITS providers due to their need for
core banking systems off-the-shelf. Without any pre-existing legacy to pin
them down, new banks are free to engage with third parties to provide
standardised, integrated solutions that can provide robust yet cost-efficienct
support for front-office processes.
Linked to regulatory efforts to make it easier for customers to switch bank,
as a general rule customer demands and expectations are making what is
already a fiercely contested market even more competitive. Dating back
to the financial crisis of 2008 there is still a high level of consumer fatigue
and an anti-bank mentality. With the leading high street banks playing such
a dominant role in the EU market there is growing interest in alternative
providers, which has contributed to the rise of new banks such as Metro Bank
and the Post Office (in UK) that trade on their local branch and customer
service focus, as well as entrants from other countries such as Sweden’s
Handelsbanken which seek to portray themselves as being more responsible
and/or traditional than their UK equivalents.
At the same time as customers expecting different values form their banks,
they expect to engage with their banks in new and different ways. For
example, the UK has one of the world’s most advanced e-banking markets
and a growing proportion of banking activity is now taking place via mobile
channels and the demand for mobile payments continues to rise.
3.2.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS

Fig. 48 | Romanian vs. Global SITS Market for Banking – Main Hot Topics
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
There is no doubt that the digitalization of business remains a key topic
for banks in the medium and long term. In particular, the mobile channel is
generating growth.
Digital transformation is, of course, a broad field for banks. According to
PAC’s definition, its aim is to create an environment that combines and aligns
digital and physical channels, integrates all stakeholders and touches the
culture of an organization instead of simply creating more and more digital
touch points to customers. Taking this broad definition into account, PAC’s
analysis shows that banks in Europe are certainly investing significant effort
and money here, but they are still far from reaching their peak. So far, digital
undertakings are often based on single initiatives rather than belonging to a
holistic long-term strategic plan.
Banks, for instance, are continuously expanding their digital channels, but
have not yet matched these initiatives with their existing branch channel.
Fulfilling a holistic digital transformation approach means that banks have to
learn how to use the self-service channels in the most effective way, which
will also include sales activities across these channels.
Today, sales efforts in digital channels are rather rudimentary and not yet
effective. For the future, it also means creating “right-size” branches and
combining branch and digital-related services better. The Hypo-Vereinsbank
(HVB, a subsidiary of UniCredit) is currently a prime example of this trend:
HVB announced large investments in their multi-channel strategy (300
million euros in total) while a considerable number of branches will be shut
down. The HVB case has been discussed vividly in the press because the
transformation will be accompanied by considerable job cuttings (some 1,600
employees will be affected).
PAC’s analysis shows that although digital transformation initiatives currently
prevail in the B2C area, they will receive increasing attention in the B2B area
in the future. This is also true for the banking segment. From its analysis, PAC
learned that banks are eager to catch up with digital transformation in their
corporate business, so that they can provide their wholesale clients with a
better customer experience.
MODERNIZATION OF CORE BANKING SYSTEMS
Talking about an enhanced customer experience leads us on to the
modernization of core banking systems. According to PAC’s analysis,
investments will continue to increase, with software and IT services spending
continuing to grow more strongly in core banking areas than in the area of
administration and management. The results from our global CIO survey
underline this analysis: 50% of respondents from the European banking sector
are certain that spending on the modernization of IT systems will increase,
while 22% expect to spend less over the next two years.
On the one hand, we see large, ongoing modernization projects that have
been running for some time, projects that have been re-started after failure
and newly launched projects.
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Despite being cost-intensive and risky, the modernization of core banking
systems remains mandatory for many European banks. Outdated IT systems
remain one of their most pressing IT-related issues, which are seriously
hindering the introduction of innovation and regulatory changes and, hence,
handicap competitiveness. In the long term, modern and more flexible core
banking systems are supposed to enable smooth and efficient IT operations,
which, according to our survey, remains a pressuring challenge for European
banks, too.
INFRASTRUCTURE OUTSOURCING
Although infrastructure-related outsourcing (including out-tasking) services
are by no means new to the banking sector, it seems worth pointing out that
several moves have been seen in recent months.
PAC expects infrastructure-related outsourcing services to remain an
important topic for European banks in the near future.
All significant infrastructure outsourcing deals reflect two important trends
in the European banking sector: firstly, the urgent need to optimize costs in
IT operations and, secondly, the ambition to streamline IT operations and to
concentrate on core competencies.
In addition to the new deals, the prolongation of various infrastructure deals
underlines this trend. In most cases, deal volumes were reduced or the scope
of the deal expanded while deal volumes were maintained. Cost pressure
has become highly evident in this respect and offshore/nearshore platforms
play an increasingly important role.
BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING
Alongside infrastructure, banks are also increasingly considering outsourcing
specific business processes. PAC considers this a growth market in the light
of increasing pressure to optimize costs, to re-focus and minimize risks in
the banking industry. However, it remains difficult for IT service providers to
penetrate this market segment as most industry-specific business process
services are provided from bank to bank (intra-banking BPO). This means that
the interest and demand in BPO is generally high, but the non-captive BPO
market does not reflect this trend.
From PAC’s perspective, control over business-critical processes remains
the major issue in the BPO segment and deters banks from transferring
responsibilities to external providers.
OMNI-CHANNEL CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
With the UK among the most advanced e-banking markets, customers have
high expecations of their banks in terms of providing a consistent, intuitive
interface regardless of the channel through which they choose to engage.
This means that, instead of simply offering an online banking service and a
mobile app, banks need to shift their mind-set from multi-channel to omnichannel. This kind of an approach not only spans e-, m- and even social
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banking (i.e. formalising interaction with customers through social media),
but captures customer data from all of these channels in order to predict the
information or services that customers are most likely to require. With already
fierce competition in the banking industry become tougher due to current
account switching regulation, banks must act swiftly to prevent customers
‘voting with their feet’ and shifting to rivals that offer a more intuitive
experience.
SECURITY
Given the highly sensitive nature of the information that banks possess,
relating not just to financial transactions but also personal details, security is
of the utmost importance. IT security is becoming a growing consideration
for banks, not just as a result of the rise of cyber-terrorism and statesponsored cyber attacks, but also from the general public and even internal
threats.
Due to the nature of their operations UK banks are already among the most
mature in their adoption of IT security measures, but this need continues to
evolve. On one hand this means that security needs to be embedded within
an ever-growing range of more ‘generic’ IT activity, favouring SITS providers
with the strongest security credentials. On the other hand, it means that
stand-alone managed security services in aeras such as vulnerability scanning
and threat monitoring are increasingly in demand.
PAC’s global CIO survey produced a striking result when we asked our
interview partners to name the areas in which they expect a certain increase
in IT spending over the next two years. 61% of respondents confirmed that
spending for IT security and cyber security would certainly increase, which
was the highest share compared to all other topics. Not a single IT decisionmaker expected spending to decrease.

3.3 Insurance
3.3.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
One major pain point that the insurance industry persistently has to face is
the low interest environment. Low interest rates, in particular, threaten the life
insurance business and insurers are now feeling the impact with regard to
sales, profitability and company valuation.
Insurance companies have started to react in order to remain competitive.
This includes the introduction of new and more flexible types of life insurance
products that replace the older, often more rigid policies that offer high,
guaranteed rates of interest that are no longer affordable today.
The sustainably low interest rates caused a political discussion concerning
the valuation reserves that partially need to be paid out to insurance clients
(according to the minimum transfer directive). The insurance companies,
together with their associations, are fighting against this rule in order to
protect these reserves.
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Apart from facing strong pressure from low interest rates, the life insurance
business additionally suffers from limited enthusiasm among European
citizens to invest in their private old-age provision. Slow economic recovery
is adding to this and political or tax-related incentives also remain low.
However, it is not only the life insurance segment that has to deal with
pressure. The market situation is also challenging in other industry lines. The
property and casualty business partially suffers from market saturation and
high price competition while the private health insurance segment continues
to face an uncertain future in major European countries such as Germany.
Although the reinsurance business is somewhat better off, it has to deal with
some major losses that may put pressure on profitability.
Apart from these challenges, insurance companies are dealing with further
business pain points, including the intensification of regulatory requirements,
changing demographics (i.e. in particular an aging population) and limited
customer loyalty when its comes to commodity-like insurance products, to
name but a few examples.
Consequently, it can be summarized that the European insurance industry
is facing difficult market conditions and high risks. PAC’s analysis shows that
these conditions and risks are putting strong pressure on IT budgets and
willingness to invest in IT. Software and IT service providers are feeling the
impact: insurance companies decide on investments very carefully, slice
projects into small and less risky pieces and turn out to be tough negotiators
when it comes to prices.
PAC still sees various opportunities for providers. Cost optimization pressure
has continued to intensify the outsourcing discussion and tough market
conditions force insurance companies to modernize their partially outdated IT
systems as their competitiveness heavily depends on this.
Investments in modern core applications, digital channels and customer
centricity underline this. Last but not least, the necessity to comply with
strict regulations and to enhance risk management is another key driver of
technology investment.
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3.3.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS

Fig. 49 | Romanian vs. Global SITS Market for Insurance – Main Hot Topics
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MULTI-CHANNEL BUSINESS AND INTEGRATION
Sales channels in the European insurance industry are slowly but steadily
changing. While general agencies and independent insurance brokers still
own large market shares in Europe, direct selling is continuously gaining in
importance.
The Towers Watson study for the property and casualty segment showed
that more than half of business is generated through exclusivity organizations
(56 percent), while about another quarter is generated through independent
insurance brokers (24 percent) and only 4 percent is sold directly. For some
standard products, such as motor insurance, the share of direct sales is
already higher (8 percent, according to the study) and in general, this sales
channel is gaining in importance.
It is mandatory for insurance companies to react to this shift. This means
strengthening the direct channel (call center/telephone, online, mobile), as
well as not neglecting the more “traditional” channels. While most insurance
companies are currently enhancing and expanding their direct channels,
the integration of these different channels has partially been neglected,
particularly by smaller insurance companies. Consequently, a stronger focus
on multi-channel integration will be necessary in many insurance companies.
IT service providers can certainly benefit from the demand for better multichannel integration. Process know-how is required for consultancy as the
multi-channel strategy needs to take into account the changing business
requirements, as indicated above.
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MOBILE APPS AND SOCIAL MEDIA
The optimization of sales and services is taking center stage in many
insurance companies. As a result, investments in mobile apps and social
media channels will further increase in the insurance sector. According to a
recent study by HR services and solution provider, ADP, insurance companies
and banks already belong to the forerunners with regard to their social media
activities today. ADP compared the presence and reputation in social media
networks and channels across industries using a set of different criteria.
Results showed that insurance companies and banks received a higher
average score than all other industries.
From PAC’s perspective, the optimization potential remains high, however.
A recent study by GFT Technologies shows that a considerable number
of insurance companies still have no social media activities (9 out of 24
insurance companies analyzed) and holistic approaches are still rare. This
means that most activities are limited to the prominent networks and
channels and rarely interlinked. Recent research results on mobile apps by
MyPrivateBanking, a PAC partner, reveal that German insurance companies
are only average with regard to their mobile app strategies.
PAC’s analysis among users and providers in the insurance sector underlines
that the willingness to invest in mobile apps and social media is high and
budgets are expected to increase. Again, apart from the pure expansion of
the social media and mobile apps offering, a more holistic and consistent
approach (e.g. across industry lines, across countries, across operation
systems) will take center stage. Moreover, the optimization of functionality
and usability of mobile apps will be a key area of investment.
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
Enhancements in the area of customer relationship management continue
to drive investments in applications and system integration in the insurance
industry.
Changing customer needs and the requirement to interact with customers
more frequently, directly and consistently are driving demand.
Quite a few modernization initiatives have been seen in the area of CRM and
these are expected to continue in the medium to longer term.
MODERNIZATION OF E-INSURANCE SYSTEMS
As mentioned in the section above, the introduction and leveraging of
new technologies is critical to insurance companies, in order to remain
successful in a highly competitive market. Major arguments for investment in
the modernization of core systems include greater efficiency and flexibility,
enhanced customer experience as well as lower costs for IT operations.
Consequently, PAC expects increased investment in core application software
and application integration initiatives across the insurance sector.
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PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
An area of great interest in the core application area includes product
management. Differentiation is a challenge for insurance companies as
products and services tend to be quite comparable with each other.
Consequently, insurance companies are not only aiming to differentiate
through services, but also through the introduction of more individual or
customizable insurance products. This includes more modular and usagebased tariffs such as in the area of motor insurance. In order to execute this
approach, flexible product management systems are required, which calls for
insurance companies to invest in their product management systems.

3.4 Public Sector
3.4.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
At the highest level, PAC’s survey of IT decision makers in the public sector
shows that a combination of two trends are at play in the marketplace. On
one hand public sector organizations are seeing their IT budgets increase,
with cyber security, digital transformation and cloud computing the areas
where the strongest proportion of respondents plan to increase spend over
the next two years.
On the other hand the need to reduce operating costs remains the primary
challenge faced by public bodies and significantly this is the challenge that
most respondents see becoming even more of a challenge. This suggests
that, while public sector budgets are under strong (and growing) pressure,
IT is viewed as a lever that can help to drive cost savings through operational
transformation.
Despite these two counter-balancing trends, it appears that public sector
organizations are being driven to invest in IT as much by the need to keep
up with external factors as they are by an internal drive for change. This
is demonstrated by the fact that cyber security and digital transformation
are the two IT themes that appear to be the most critical topics for public
sector respondents. Cyber security is the clear leader in terms of the topics
that respondents view as being the most important at the top of their ‘IT
agenda’. However cyber security does not add value or generate operational
efficiencies in its own right. Rather it is more of a ‘hygiene factor’ that can
mitigate against data loss and theft.
Meanwhile, with ‘changing customer needs in the digital world’ is seen as the
IT challenge that is increasing the most, it is clear that the drive to embrace
digital transformation is as much about meeting the needs of citizens,
accustomed to advanced omni-channel service provision in other areas
of their lives (e.g. banking, retail), as it is about driving true organizational
transformation. This is demonstrated by the fact that the top priorities for
digital transformation focus on ‘front end’ areas such as customer service and
content, rather than integration of the front end with processes further down
the value chain.
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A surprising outcome of this study is that application management (AM),
while near the bottom of the list in terms of areas where respondents plan
to increase IT investment, is the second most ‘critical’ item on the IT agenda
after cyber security. This suggests that, while the topic is already mature, it is
an area where further value can be extracted. PAC views that users demand
greater ‘transformational’ impact on their business processes through AM
partners offering sector-specific expertise
Central programs have been initiated, in many mature markets, aimed at
setting up standards on infrastructures, formats for electronic files and
further services, which can be used at all levels in order to create a more
common approach towards e-government. For the last few years, public
institutions have been cooperating and informing each other on their positive
experiences with handling IT projects in order to learn from each other.
However, progress is rather slow and strongly triggered by the demographic
factor (quickly ageing workforce). With less personnel available, public
institutions will need to deliver better and more services - not least supported
by IT.
The public sector is in most cases trying to manage its own IT, as they claim it
is cheaper and the data security restrictions require public data to be stored
in-house. The main aim is to secure citizens’ data. Given the current debate
on foreign intelligence services spying on Germany’s public institutions, this
topic will remain very important. Therefore, in particular the local public
data centers are becoming more and more powerful, not least due to a
consolidation process and municipalities’ strong need for support as they
can no longer handle their IT on their own. The reason for this is a lack of
skilled staff, high cost pressure and the fast pace of modernization this would
require.
The main approach towards cloud computing is through the private cloud.
Software suppliers and IT services companies in many cases help to set
up private cloud solutions, which only in some exceptional cases are
complemented by public cloud solutions.
Hospitals are also undergoing major transformation processes and the
utilization rate in healthcare-specific software packages is relatively high.
Electronic patient records (EPR) and e-health are still waiting for the great
break-through in Europe, but several trials are being carried out. Despite
the slow pace of the EPR roll-out, cloud computing is a hot future topic for
hospitals, as they can use it to store and share patient data. However, data
privacy and security have to reach a maximum level in this regard.
The overall goal in the public sector is to modernize and standardize IT
systems and solutions and align the IT with the newly created and leaner
administration processes in basically all public sub-sectors, from government
(central and local), hospitals, health insurance to national security and
defense. This includes the integration of isolated solutions, applications and
systems to avoid data redundancy. This is quite a challenge, but also a huge
growth driver.
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3.4.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS

Fig. 50 | Romanian vs. Global SITS Market for Public Sector – Main Hot Topics
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E-GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS
The idea of e-government solutions has changed dramatically within the
last 15 years. It has moved from the mere web-based provision of forms
for citizens to a comprehensive service offering by local and governmental
institutions, a streamlining of service provision and communication processes
with citizens and an integration with back-end processes of public authorities.
The performance of public administration has become a significant location
factor. Thus, there is a strong need for better cooperation within public
institutions as well as between federal, regional and local authorities
regarding administrative procedures in order to work more efficiently and
offer citizens good service. Due to the existing heterogeneous IT landscapes
among public institutions in Europe, a standardization of e-government
workflows and solutions and the integration of IT systems is required. In
addition, citizens increasingly ask for more transparency in the administrative
processes of public institutions, especially regarding online services (e.g.
information regarding the status of processing a case or the amount of used
data). This is an area, where public authorities have to do significant ‘catching
up’.
The coverage of relevant e-government solutions integrated into the backend systems is still rather low. Thus, government services for citizens and
companies provided through portals in general need to be enhanced and
become more flexible, especially against the background of the strongly
increasing number of smartphone users. This means that there is a strong
need for the development of new solutions and also for ready-to-go options
for government institutions. This trend affects all levels of administration.
A local government, for instance, has up to 200 different administrative
processes that need to be supported by IT solutions. This also involves the
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need to integrate back-end structures with government solutions, e.g. when
it comes to sending a bill of fees with various items on it.
The digital signature available on several new e-ID cards can help citizens to
do all administration processes online. The digital signature is an important
issue for e-government applications. However, there is still very little use
among citizens.
Another important reason for the need for process and IT alignment is the
demographic development in the public sector. Thus, public institutions
need to deliver more and even better services (in particular to be used via
mobile devices) with less personnel at reasonable cost. Priorities need to be
set for IT investment decisions in order to keep up with the technological
developments and international challenges not least regarding data privacy
and security.
SECURITY
The security topic has two main aspects: homeland security and data & IT
security.
The massively growing requirements for IT solutions supporting homeland
security are a result of the increased terrorist threat, cross-border crime
and illegal immigration as well as a number of natural disasters. There is a
growing need for mobile solutions, modernized biometric data solutions in
compliance with international standards and innovative and efficient data
analytics tools.
At the same time, data privacy and security is a major topic as an increasing
amount of sensitive data on citizens and businesses is transferred and stored
electronically. Public authorities are often struggling to provide user-friendly,
easily accessible digital services that moreover provide a high level of data
security. In particular after the revelations of Edward Snowden, rebuilding
trust in digital communication between public authorities and citizens has
become a huge challenge that needs to be emphatically addressed. Thus,
the provision of e-services must be based on the latest technologies and the
storage systems and workflows have to be highly secured, not least when
using cloud or mobile solutions. In addition, transparency plays a key role in
order to build up trust.
While there is only very little demand for public cloud services in the
government sector (at least in continental Europe), there are growing efforts
to establish private clouds, e.g. within public data centers. This trend is in its
infancy, but high growth rates are expected in this area. IT security, especially
when it comes to data protection, is however significantly influencing this
trend.

MOVE TOWARDS STANDARD SOFTWARE
The public sector has a strong history of in-house development, in all its
sub-sectors. During the last decade, it has begun to rationalize IT and to
standardize on packaged software for HR, finance & accounting or vertical
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software such as hospital information systems (HIS) or inhabitants and family
management.
Public sector CIOs have many reasons to do this: extended choice of
commercial software (with rebates adapted to the public sector), better
integration between administrations, improved cost control, lower
dependence on ageing in-house developers, improved ability to switch
to another AM provider, etc. But European administrations still have a large
number of developers whom they have to feed with projects, so in-house
development will not disappear any time soon.
DIGITAL PATIENT RECORDS
With the introduction of the e-health card, digital patient records became
even more important. On the health card, individual patient information can
be stored and viewed by doctors or pharmacists in order to identify the
patient without a doubt. In the future, the e-health card will allow access to
information on medical treatment, diagnosis and prescribed medications
stored on specific servers (digital patient records). This way redundant
medical examinations, the abuse of prescriptions and wrong medication
can be avoided. In addition, there is faster access to the relevant information
about patients. To have all relevant information about the patient in one file is
particularly important in the case of emergency.
There are still some legal restrictions and uncertainties regarding the central
storage of this kind of sensitive data that need to be clarified before there will
be a central database to store and update all kinds of patient data.
There are already some players offering digital patient files in connection
with hospital information systems (HIS) in this market, but there is still high
potential for both software suppliers and IT services companies to help
hospitals, doctors and health administrations. Moreover, digital patient
records, which grant faster access to data, require scanner software,
document management and content management solutions for the
digitalization and archiving of documents.
STORAGE
There is an ongoing trend towards archiving and digitalizing information, as
public authorities increasingly issue instructions that more information has
to be archived electronically, e.g. in the course of the introduction of patient
records and the health card. In the case of patient files, the correct storage is
extremely important, as the information is often, quite literally, vital.
But also for other government institutions, enterprise content management,
case and records management and portal solutions are highly important for
the efficient use and storage of digital information
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3.5 Telecom
3.5.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
The telecommunications industry is an important pillar of the European
economy, not necessarily because of its size, but because innovations in this
industry massively influence the economic development in other sectors –
telecommunication networks are the backbone of any digital business.
The telecom operators have been struggling to stop the erosion of their
traditional revenues for half a decade, as the internet (mobile and broadband)
services are eating into traditional voice and messaging services. In line with
the revenue struggles, telecom operators are scrambling to preserve margins
while they are challenged to invest in new infrastructure to support 4G and
fiber optic services.
The telecom operators have for a long time faced the same dilemma: on the
one hand, ongoing strong price pressure and losses in traditional market
segments have resulted in a continuous decrease in the overall turnover (and
workforce) in the European telecom sector over the past few years.
Strict regulations, large debts, fierce competition and significant market
saturation put additional strain on the telcos’ business. On the other hand,
telcos have to invest heavily into new network infrastructure – mobile
and fixed broadband, which is a significant cost factor. And the need for
advanced networks keeps increasing due to the massive explosion of data
and the growing demand for high bandwidth (e.g. LTE/VoLTE; vectored DSL;
FTTX).
Some players try to expand their role in the value chain (IP TV, video/
music/games on demand, etc.) or to tap new (vertical) business areas,
e.g. by developing their IT services business. Other players remain in their
traditional core business and make horizontal acquisitions to generate
economies of scale while expanding their client base. Consolidation and
economization efforts (cooperation, focusing and cost optimization) are
expected to continue and therefore ICT migration services will massively gain
in importance.
Depending on these strategies, there are some major aspects in which IT
service and software providers can support their telecom customers’ goals:
Cost optimization: Network infrastructure and network operations represent
a big cost factor. Network infrastructure outsourcing and new concepts such
as NGN (next-generation network), SDN (software-defined network) and
NFV (network functions virtualization) are important issues for telcos trying to
gain structural advantages (e.g. PAN-European network project by Deutsche
Telekom, announced in 2015).
Moreover, the application-level standardization, consolidation and
automation of the IT application landscape (NGBSS/NGOSS) remain key
topics in the SITS market, driving application and infrastructure-related
project services. Many international players have defined a global or
multinational IT strategy or have implemented shared services centers (SSC)
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to centralize IT and processes over the past few years (e.g. DTAG’s new
European HR SSC in Bucharest, HR transformation program started in 2012).
This includes the global or multinational implementation of outsourcing
contracts or licensing to profit from economies of scale and large-scale deals.
However, reality is not always in line with global strategic targets and many IT
decisions are still taken at local level. Nevertheless, demand for outsourcing
services and/or (global) shared services centers will continue to rise especially from the major players.
Redefinition of business models: With mass digitization, the major business
value has been shifting away from pure network provision to innovative
digital services. In this context, the significant shortening of product &
services lifecycles requires strong innovative skills, very fast time to market,
a partner-centric approach and a focus on best user experience, serving
multi-channel customers, to be highly competitive especially against
over-the-top (OTT) players such as amazon or Google. Given the digital
transformation trend, cloud computing, data analytics, security, omni-channel
communication and M2M/IoT are the most important current IT topics in the
telecom sector.
3.5.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS

Fig. 51 | Romanian vs. Global SITS Market for Telecom – Main Hot Topics
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI), BIG DATA AND REAL-TIME ANALYTICS
On the one hand, data analytics allows deep insights into the behavior
of networks (e.g. traffic management), processes (e.g. quality of service
delivery) and customers (e.g. payment history), helping to optimize service
quality and customer-centric delivery.
For this purpose, telcos require enhanced, telecom-specific business
intelligence and analytics solutions to dynamically manage large amounts
of data. But it is important to integrate “big data” in the daily work – to make
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analytics-driven decisions at every desk.
Today there is strong demand for customer-focused BI and customer data
management (end-to-end customer visibility) in the telecom industry.
Telecom operators have to ensure adaptability to rapidly changing customer
demands and responsiveness to very short product and service lifecycles.
There is growing demand for solutions that enable the collecting, protecting
and analyzing of huge volumes of data spread across multiple systems
- especially in real time; in-memory solutions are a hot topic against this
background.
CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing offers two areas of opportunities for telecom operators:
Enablement and provision of cloud services: First of all, cloud computing
offers a major opportunity for carriers to evolve from pure network players
to digital service providers. Operators, as the owners of the crucial network
infrastructures over which cloud services are delivered, are well positioned
in this respect. They can provide end-to-end quality of service, security and
SLAs to other ICT providers and businesses (e.g. Deutsche Telekom and
Salesforce signed a new strategic partnership agreement to offer the SF
solution in DACH in 2014).
In this position, telecom operators are increasingly entering into competition
with traditional IT service providers and coopetition gains in importance.
But there will be strong demand for appropriate technologies, e.g. solutions
to meet security requirements or highly scalable and flexible platforms for
user provisioning and invoicing of cloud services. Telecom operators need
to further strengthen their professional services capabilities and create new
cooperation models.
Use of cloud services: SaaS offers the opportunity to use IT solutions faster
and at lower cost. SaaS approaches are currently the subject of intense
discussion in Europe. This is currently changing, though: some interesting,
industry-specific ideas have been put on the table (e.g. billing under an SaaS
model) and there have been a number of trials and first implementations
in large telecom companies. PAC expects cloud adoption in the European
telecom sector to be focused more on private cloud implementation, though
- especially if it is about IaaS and PaaS.
STANDARDIZATION, CONSOLIDATION AND AUTOMATION TRANSFORMATION OF OSS AND BSS TO THE NEXT GENERATION (NGOSS/
BSS)
Most of the telecom operators have a historically grown, complex application
landscape with many legacy applications. Various areas of service processes
are still supported by separate, siloed systems.
This results in high costs due to lack of automation, fragmented processes
and organizations and a complex operational environment that is not well
equipped to support fast innovation cycles.
Therefore, the standardization, consolidation, harmonization and seamless
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BSS/OSS integration of the legacy application landscape are still a pressing
challenge for almost all telcos - and an important driver for IT consulting and
projects.
Especially telecom operators with intense (global) M&A activity naturally
have a significant demand for harmonizing and consolidating. Consolidation
is therefore a main driver of demand for transformational services (e.g. EVO
project - Vodafone Business Transformation Program in finance, HR & supply
chain; single largest IT transformation in Vodafone’s history; eight releases,
over six years, to 20 operating companies, starting in 2006).
However, the telecom companies’ ability and willingness to invest in large
transformation projects with high up-front cash requirements is often limited.
Transformation therefore has to be an integral part of IT services deals, e.g.
application management and outsourcing engagements.
M2M AND THE INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)
The topics of “Smart Home”, “Smart City”, “Smart Energy”, “Connected Car”,
“Industry 4.0” or “Wearable Devices” show the future of an “everything
connected” world. With the increased use of mobile devices and intelligent,
smart meters, telecom operators could provide not only M2M services (in
a single way, from one point to another), but also the connections and data
(streams) to unify the physical and virtual world on the backbone of their
networks.
In particular, vertical solutions such as mCommerce, mPayment, mHealth,
developed with partners or based on own vertical expertise, open up
interesting revenue sources for carriers (e.g. “mpass” joint venture of
Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone and Telefónica).
In addition, M2M solutions and location-based services play a major role
and some promising projects have already been launched. In 2013, for
example, Telefónica announced that its German subsidiary had signed a deal
with Sparkassen DirektVersicherung to launch the first insurance telematics
product. In 2014, the Italian City of Pisa announced a partnership with
Deutsche Telekom and mobility specialist Kiunsys to launch a smart city pilot
project for optimizing inner city parking.
M2M is an important market with substantial growth for telcos, while
the Internet of Things is still in its infancy. Service providers are uniquely
positioned to meet the need for advanced ‘intelligence’ services, but they
need platforms for developing, providing and delivering. Key requirements
are the energy supply of autonomous objects, open interfaces, as well as
uniform transmission standards.
NETWORK MODERNIZATION - NGN, NFV AND SDN
The Internet of Things (IoT), mobility, cloud computing - all these trends
place significant demands on carriers’ network architectures. Additionally,
telcos are forced to invest heavily into advanced network technologies,
driven by the need to cut costs, simplify and centralize ICT infrastructures
and increase operational flexibility. While Telefónica and E-Plus have been
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merging their mobile networks, Deutsche Telekom has announced the launch
of a multi-territory ‘Pan-European’ network that is to deliver services from
one standardized platform (first three of ten countries: Croatia, Hungary and
Slovakia, March 2015).
The following technologies strongly drive demand for software and IT
services in the telecom sector:
Next-generation networks (NGN): The concept of next-generation networks
(NGN) - a common IP-based network for voice, data and media - has already
resulted in infrastructure consolidation and involves significant challenges,
requiring appropriate solutions and technologies for efficient operation,
administration and maintenance of (future) networks.
Software-defined networks (SDN): The decoupling of network control and
forwarding offers the possibility to program the behavior of a network in a
highly scalable and flexible way. Expensive and dedicated appliances are
replaced by generic hardware and advanced software.
Network functions virtualization (NFV) leverages the standard IT
virtualization technology to consolidate functions from dedicated hardware
appliances to software running on virtual machines on standard servers. For
carriers this technology offers significant CAPEX and OPEX reduction.
SDN and NFV are still at an early stage, but many telcos have concrete plans.
The main challenge for telecom operators is to find an appropriate
implementation strategy, because each network operator is in a specific
situation. Projects should focus on the right approaches and strategies for
implementing and running these new technologies in an efficient way.
SECURITY
Security solutions that protect partners, customers and the telcos themselves
massively gain in importance with the rise of mobile, cloud and digitization.
The identification, planning, prioritization and management of cyber security
in a proactive and automated way are hot topics. Especially in the light of the
NSA’s activities, which became public in mid-2013, telcos have to show that
they are reliable and trusted resource partners for customers, both B2C and
B2B.
In January 2015, Deutsche Telekom, for example, announced a ten-point
program for increased cyber security defense activities, including increased
use of standard encryption technologies and higher security requirements
for hardware and software. In 2014, Deutsche Telekom and Cisco announced
their intent to enter into a new strategic partnership agreement for highly
secure cloud services. Deutsche Telekom will operate and manage the
Intercloud platform in its new data center near Magdeburg, Germany.
Furthermore, in January 2015, Deutsche Telekom announced plans to expand
its presence at the Internet exchange DE-CIX (Frankfurt) to discourage foreign
spying.
Security, privacy and trust are urgent issues faced by communication service
providers and these concerns drive investments and projects – today
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especially regarding services offered to customers.
Last but not least, the GSMA has announced that 17 mobile network operators
have already launched the Mobile Connect service in 13 countries. Mobile
Connect enables customers to create and manage a universal identity that
will securely authenticate them and allow them to safely access mobile
and digital services such as e-commerce, banking, health and digital
entertainment, as well as e-government portals, via their mobile phones.
MOBILE PAYMENTS
Mobile transactions have been an area of intense interest from telecom
operators. It has also been an area disputed with the payment services
industry, the banking sector and the mobile phone manufacturers.
There is still a lack of standards in mobile payments yet and this
encourages telecom operators to take their share in this promising market.
Experimentation has been high, with most mobile telecom operators running
pilots and/or tactical alliances with third parties. Because telecom operators
still need to develop a business model around mobile payments, PAC
believes there are more opportunities revolving around Consulting (both
business and IT), before sizeable systems integration projects will emerge.
CLOUD COMPUTING
The opportunities for software and IT services providers relate to building,
overhauling and managing IT data center operations as telecom operators
hope to turn Cloud services (e.g. app store platforms, IaaS plaforms for SaaS
vendors, Storage & Compute for SMEs) into new revenue streams with their
consumer and business customer bases.
However, the Cloud ambitions of the telecom operators in UK have not sent
shockwaves through the mid-sized hosting and IT infrastructure providers, as
it happened elsewhere in Europe. For instance, in certain European markets
(eg Spain, France, Portugal), incumbent telecom operators initiated massive
projects to scale their Cloud capacities in order to dislocate IT infrastructure
providers in the midmarket.

3.6 Utilities
3.6.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
The European utilities market is highly concentrated compared to other
industry sectors: over 80% of the market in the hands of a few groups.
Altogether, there are thousands utilities – mostly local or regional distributors.
On the whole, the sector has shown little dynamism for decades
(governmental, monopolistic environment). Even though the liberalization
of the European electricity and gas markets dates back many years, it has
not entirely brought about the expected results. The oligopoly structure still
prevents effective competition in the market.
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E.ON has assumed a pioneering position in Europe: in 2010 it launched a
major IT infrastructure outsourcing initiative. In 2011, the company announced
a new strategic direction, moving away from an end-to-end energy producer
and provider towards becoming a global, specialized provider of energy
solutions. This implies the divestment of certain business activities as well
as further international expansion (beyond Europe) and the exploration of
new business models in response to the increasing use of renewable energy
sources. This has major implications for E.ON’ s IT and PAC expects that E.ON
–- as well as the other large players – will significantly increase their use of
external service providers in response to their need to dramatically reduce
costs, while responding to changing business requirements.
At the same time, the smaller local utilities and energy network operators are
coming under growing pressure from increasing competition and the need
to respond to changing regulations, which also impacts their IT sourcing
strategies. During 2013 and early 2014, a number of IT service contracts have
been signed and PAC expects further significant deals to come.
In the medium term, the rollout of smart meters (as required under EU
regulations) is also expected to generate business for IT service providers
from the initial rollout process to the ongoing management of meter data,
which also involves the development of new, value-added services to
consumers.
During 2013, the regulatory requirements to safeguard data security and data
protection of a smart meter gateway have been finalized. PAC expects the
launch of larger-scale rollouts of smart meters within the next two to three
years.
3.6.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS
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STANDARDIZATION, HARMONIZATION, RATIONALIZATION
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With the strong cost pressure and requirement to reconsider strategic
business development options, a prime topic for the IT department in the
large utilities remains to rapidly reduce cost and increase flexibility (e.g. to
reduce operations locally and drive international expansion).
Standardization, harmonization, rationalization and automation have
become key words in this sector as well – not only in the case of mergers
or international expansion, but also in relation to the consolidation and
harmonization of heterogeneous IT landscapes (applications, data centers,
desktops) and indeed with regards to the unbundling of transmission grids
from production. This will further drive the adoption of standard software, as
well as infrastructure and application consolidation initiatives.
PAC also expects further outsourcing engagements, primarily for IT
infrastructure, but also application management.
Similarly, application outsourcing and SaaS models are expected to gradually
gain market share at the expense of the application software market.
SMART GRID
The requirement to accommodate the already large share of renewable
energies (solar power or wind power) is escalating the need for a
modernization of the existing power grids. So-called smart grids are
required, which are capable of handling the changing loads, decentralized
creation and consumption of energy as well as the re-location (e.g. offshore
wind parks) of “green” power generation of the future.
Information and communication technologies are required to enable
monitoring (e.g. of network assets), load-balancing/ re-routing to manage
constraints and avoid outages, as well as intelligent network management to
maximize efficiency for energy demand and supply.
This also includes the intelligent management of energy production plants,
including geographical information systems (GIS), power plant management,
as well as comprehensive information management systems to integrate
decentralized information to be able to predict and effectively manage
supply and demand.
SMART METERING
Consequently, modernization and innovation not only in the area of energy
production, but above all in conjunction with transmission and distribution, as
well as related metering and billing systems, will be major topics in years to
come.
This development is accompanied by the development and introduction of
smart metering systems – which is only gradually taking off in Europe with
pilot projects and various R&D initiatives – and will require large investments
in information and communication technologies in the coming years to
enable dynamic, proactive and bi-directional infrastructures.
BI & BIG DATA
Business intelligence, based on analytics and big data, will play an increasing
role here, as smart energy concepts will dramatically increase the volumes
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of data available. But the new information flow that will be available to E&U
companies through smart grids and smart metering also represents an asset
they have not previously had and which they will aim to leverage for new
business models.
However, concrete opportunities for IT service providers for these topics
have been limited so far in Europe and the area will require further preinvestments from utilities, governmental institutions, technology and IT
suppliers before the market gains momentum.

3.7 Retail & Wholesale
3.7.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
The shopping behavior of retail customers is changing dramatically at the
moment and retailers will have to find suitable answers to address this.
The increasing diversification of customer interaction points (in particular the
digital points, such as online, mobile and social), as well as their integration,
is currently challenging retailers and wholesalers because it is leading to
immense changes in their processes and ecosystems.
However, blurring the borders between online and offline retail channels
and seamlessly reaching and servicing customers across all purchase and
information paths - a process known as omni-channel retailing - is also
providing huge opportunities. Omni-channel retailing allows businesses
to attract new shoppers or better serve existing customers. Thus, it will
increasingly become a key competitive factor for retailers and wholesalers to
find and follow their own omni-channel strategies.
While brick-and-mortar retailers are increasingly using digital sales and
marketing channels to get in touch with customers in multiple ways, stores
will remain extremely important. They will remain the hub for omni-channel
retailers because they provide personalized interaction with customers and
an immediate availability of goods. Moreover, they allow for additional
services like “click and collect”.
Interestingly, one can even observe that an increasing number of online pure
players realize the importance of personalized on-site customer contact and
are experimenting with pop-up stores or even permanent brick-and-mortar
shops. This underlines the importance of physical stores.
Making omni-channel commerce work in a seamless way will require
enhancements in IT systems and applications (ERP, CRM, etc.), the use of
centralized data pools and advanced data analytics tools. It will also increase
the demand for profound process know-how.
As a result, project opportunities are broad around the omni-channel trend
for specialized software and IT service providers. However, as underlined
by a recent PAC study, in order to be successful, it is crucial for suppliers to
have an in-depth knowledge of industry-specific processes and IT solutions,
because large and medium-sized retailers often operate in very complex and
retail-specific IT environments.
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The growth potential of digitization and omni-channel commerce is immense.
An external study of the European market predicts that retail revenues
generated via mobile devices (smartphone, tablets) will double in 2015
compared with 2014.
Although investment decisions were often postponed in 2014 and the sales
cycles of IT providers have been increased, PAC expects a significant increase
in business in the omni-channel area in 2015. The first retailers are starting at
an experimental stage. We expect that they will quickly move on with adding
and integrating additional digital services.
For smaller retailers in particular, it has never been so easy to open up
additional online and mobile sales channels and get in touch with customers
directly - increasingly by using cloud-based options. Keeping the omnichannel idea in mind, smaller retailers can avoid the creation of channel
silos, which are much more difficult to integrate once established. This is a
challenge facing larger retail companies.
3.7.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS

Fig. 53 | Romanian vs. Global SITS Market for Retail & Wholesale – Main Hot Topics
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Major changes in lifestyle, demographics and technology are dramatically
changing the way customers and retailers interact with each other. Today’s
customers expect a highly personalized shopping experience, flexible and
open interaction with sellers and a high level of transparency regarding
product information and availability, pricing, sales channels, payment
conditions and data security.
These developments are forcing retail businesses to provide more
convenient and flexible customer service through an increasingly diverse
range of outlets and interfaces.
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Moreover, digitization has also made it necessary for retailers to
fundamentally adapt their market positioning, internal organization and
operations, as well as their overall business model to the digital age. The
disruptive impact of digitization is felt in all retail sub-segments, whether this
be food or non-food retail, brick-and-mortar, e-commerce or mail order.
For IT providers, it therefore becomes of immense importance to provide
a structured and dedicated digital transformation offering with reference
customers in the retail sector in order to be considered by retailers as
a potential strategic partner for digital transformation. In addition, it is
essential that IT suppliers are able to work with both IT and LOBs and foster
collaboration between the two for digital transformation projects.
OMNI-CHANNEL INTEGRATION
Many retailers today are relatively well equipped on a multi-channel level,
meaning that they interact with their customers or sell their products in
several parallel ways, such as physical stores, mail order, e-commerce sites,
mobile applications, in-store tablets or drive-in points. This trend of channel
diversification will further increase.
While this trend has been going on among non-food retailers for several
years already, many food retailers are just starting.
However, the current challenge for retailers is to align and connect all these
channels in a consistent manner – thus moving from a multi-channel to a
true omni-channel retail strategy. Offerings, pricing and promotions need to
be consistent across the board, while giving the retailer a single view of the
customer’s interaction across the breadth of the organization.
Supply chains and inventory management need to be adjusted accordingly.
In addition, data management - a long-term challenging topic among
retailers - becomes even more pressing with the omni-channel trend.
Therefore, without consistent, updated and enriched data on products and
customers, omni-channel will not be possible.
STORE INNOVATIONS
PAC’s study on “Omni-Channel Commerce” clearly concludes that, in the
digital age, the brick-and-mortar store is not dead and will remain at the
center of most of the retailers’ businesses. However, the store needs to be
incorporated into the retailer’s digital strategy and needs to be enabled to
be the place for improved and innovative customer service. Some of the
solutions that can support retailers in this regard are mobile POS, digital
signage, electronic shelf labeling and mobile payment solutions.
In-store customer interaction and service can be improved, for example, by
equipping the staff with mobile devices, such as handhelds or tablets. These
devices allow personnel on the shop floor to flexibly support customers in
finding the right product, providing detailed information, showing availability
and additional offerings - ideally in real time and for various locations - and
even completing the check-out.
A CRM system integrated with mobile POS can allow for specific personalized
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services.
Digital signage solutions (monitors and touch-screen displays in the store for
promotion activities and customer interaction) and electronic shelf labeling
solutions ESL (allow for displaying product information on the shelf and quick
price adjustments) are further options to digitally increase the customer’s
shopping experience and relieve the personnel in the store. However, both
areas are developing very slowly among European retailers. PAC believes
that digital signage solutions will significantly gain in attractiveness as soon
as they include touch options where customers themselves can search for
product-related information or pictures, for example.
Driven by the need for customer convenience and mobile shopping, demand
for mobile payment solutions has been growing. Several different systems
offered by various providers and service partners have emerged recently
and are now trying to succeed in the market. It is not foreseeable today who
is going to win the race. We are expecting several solutions to run parallel
in the European market over the next years until the consolidation process
intensifies.
While some providers focus on contactless payment solutions with payment
cards, others involve smartphones for scanning QRcodes or using a pin
received via SMS - for example as part of a shopping app. The enhancements
in near-field communication (NFC) and QRcode technology, as well as the
progress made regarding the availability of suitable hardware and software
solutions, provides a basis for such innovative mobile payment solutions.
CRM
Customer centricity has always been an important and challenging topic
in the retail industry. However, particularly against the background of the
omni-channel retail strategy, it is not enough for retail companies to have just
one solution for storing customer data. They require a system that can bring
together all aspects of customer interaction, helping them to manage sales,
marketing and service activities more effectively. Moreover, innovative CRM
solutions combined with the provision of coupons and loyalty cards can help
gain important insights into consumer behavior.
Today, customer interaction takes place through many different channels.
In particular, the use of social media tools and social networks as additional
touchpoints has been quickly gaining in importance and can additionally
increase sales and customer satisfaction by providing an opportunity to get in
touch with customers, receive feedback about products or observe postings
which may have an impact on the image of the retail company. Social media
and customer experience monitoring modules are increasingly included
in enriched CRM solutions. The different types of customer interaction
require the integration of, among other things, e-mail marketing functions,
mechanisms to manage in- and outbound email and web communications
and workflows to automate such processes. Capable data analytics tools can
support retailers in dealing with the large volume of data collected.
PAC sees important investment areas for retailers in getting support services
to find the right CRM strategies and solutions. In addition, SaaS-based CRM
solutions will further gain in relevance as they provide an opportunity to deal
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with immense data sets during peak times, for example, when marketing
campaigns take place.
BI AND REAL-TIME ANALYTICS
The retail sector is one of the biggest generators of raw data. In addition
to the above-mentioned data on customers’ shopping preferences and
behavior, this includes detailed data on store and stock inventory, logistics,
prices, orders, sales and much more. Quick and secure data analysis and
more importantly, deriving the right business decisions and strategies from it,
will be a major differentiator in the highly competitive retail marketplace.
BI and real-time analytics solutions enable retailers to estimate their
customers’ next moves, optimize supply-chain processes, provide the
right offerings at the right time and in the right place and thus, maximize
customer satisfaction and efficiency. Strong competition in the retail sector
fuels investments in analytics. In the wholesale segment, analytics related to
logistics processes and fraud protection play an important role. Accelerating
decision-making processes (e.g. regarding optimal transportation routes,
optimal pricing) has become a decisive factor in both the retail and wholesale
business.
Consequently, business analytics is an area in which significant investments
are expected. Real-time analytics is still a rather immature topic, but is gaining
some attention in the European retail sector.

3.8 Services & Consumers
3.8.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
The services sector is a highly diversified market in Europe and US, including
large sub-segments such as facility management, media, professional
services, as well as tourism. In total, the sector contributes about 30% to the
mature markets’ gross value added and leading companies in this sector
reported moderate to strong growth rates in 2013-2014.
Business challenges for companies in this sector are:
• Win new customers and sources of revenue
• Develop new business models
• Optimize operational costs
More than in other industries, the need to identify and develop new markets
and revenue streams is essential for companies in the services sector,
especially when market saturation is comparatively high, such as in media or
tourism.
At the same time, more and more new companies are being founded to
exploit new business opportunities. Developing new business models or
adjusting existing ones to new market requirements is one core element of
corporate strategies, next to optimizing operational cost structures.
In detail, the sub-segments are currently facing the following business
challenges:
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In media, digitalization is the major driver of change for existing business
models. While media companies always had been “pacemakers” in
adopting new technologies, this did not necessarily imply a change in
business models. Today, advertising revenues are declining and new media
formats have reduced customers’ willingness to pay for content. Therefore,
digital transformation is putting enormous pressure on media companies
to transform in order to stay in the market. At the same time, market
consolidation and internationalization are major challenges in this sector.
The tourism sector mainly faces challenges related to resources and
infrastructures that need to be in place as the demand for travel has
constantly been increasing for years. At the same time, digitalization is also
entering the tourism sector, mainly in the form of e-commerce, social media
and provision of geo-information. Furthermore, due to the international
nature of this business, tourism companies have always faced a large variety
of business risks related to currencies, taxes, interest rates and prices. In order
to manage these risks, they constantly optimize costs.
In facility management it is a critical success factor to win/retain excellent
personnel. The same is also true for companies in the professional services
sector, which basically employ the so-called “knowledge workers”. Therefore
staff selection has to be well organized and employers need to offer their
employees an attractive working atmosphere. Furthermore, it is increasingly
important in both sectors to optimize costs and consolidate portfolios in
order to realize economies of scale.
In terms of IT, these business challenges lead to the following investment
priorities among companies in the services sector:
• Optimization and automation of business processes in order to increase
efficiency.
• IT has become a fundamental element of business models (e.g. for media
companies) and therefore reliability and data security are on top of the
agendas.
• Mobility represents a key enabler of new customer channels (e.g.
in media or car rental) as well as of internal processes (e.g. in facility
management or professional services).
• Digital transformation of content, processes and customer channels will
become the “master clock” for many companies in this sector, not only
in media. IT becomes the enabler and innovation driver for new business
models in this context.
• Especially large companies in this sector are more and more positioned
as global organizations, facing new local challenges regarding goto-market strategies and competition, as well as having to cope with
growing organizational structures.
• Modernization of legacy applications (IT users expect business software
to operate in the same manner as consumer tools such as Google and
Facebook).
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3.8.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS

Fig. 54 | Romanian vs. Global SITS Market for Services & Consumers – Main Hot Topics
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CRM//SAAS
As services companies typically serve a large number of different customers,
the importance of CRM solutions is generally higher than in other vertical
sectors. Even though the market is already quite mature, there is still some
growth potential, particularly for SaaS-based CRM solutions. However,
competition in this market segment is rather fierce due to the strong position
of SaaS pioneer Salesforce.com. The pricing models (usually monthly fee) for
SaaS solutions can offer interesting alternatives, especially for the many small
and very small businesses, to avoid high one-off capital expenditure.
DIGITAL CONTENT
Both print and broadcasting media are transforming their business models
into digital ones in order to compensate for shrinking advertising income
with new revenue streams and customer channels.
For broadcasting companies this means a merging of traditional content,
such as TV shows and movies, with “external” media content, such as games,
portals or social media interaction.
For print media companies and publishing houses, digital content represents
an even larger change in the way they do business as the product itself is
going to be replaced in a way.
Beside digital content, media companies are seeing their major source of
revenue, advertisement, undergoing a digital transformation. The metrics for
ad design, distribution and measurement of results are changing in line with
technological innovation. Customer-specific advertising is one of the major
triggers fueling demand for big data and analytics solutions.
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MOBLITY
Over the past few years, mobility has become one of the major channels for
services companies, either in terms of content distribution (e.g. for media
houses), customer care and communication channels (e.g. for tourism and
hospitality) or in terms of actual service delivery (e.g. for car rental, consulting
and advisory services).
Hence a mobility strategy represents a key element in the business scenarios
of various companies in this market and determines a successful and
sustainable customer relationship.
E-COMMERCE
The Internet as a retail channel has become critical for companies in the
services & consumers sector, especially for SMBs. Multi-channel systems are
increasingly successful in this sector and after a first wave of implementations,
companies are now evolving towards “cross-channel” systems, i.e. systems
that enable a unified customer vision and customer experience.
In the media sector, e-commerce has taken on a key role as a distribution
channel, as customers surf media web platforms to get content (video on
demand, catch-up TV, remote recording, etc.). E-commerce also facilitates
client retention by offering a better service and by enabling advertising and
promotion to be personalized in line with individual customer profiles.

3.9 Transport
3.9.1 GLOBAL OVERVIEW
Transport operators are benefiting from the uncharacteristically low price of
oil at present, given that fuel tends to be a proporitonately high expense for
the transport market. However, it is important to note that the low fuel prices
are expected to be a short-lived boon.
Despite these positive characteristics for the market, there are still significant
challenges for transport operators. The market remains fiercely competitive,
with passengers extremely demanding and exhibiting low levels of loyalty.
This means that cost reduction and customer engagement remain over-riding
priorities.
Large parts of the transport industry are still characterized by a rather
“conservative” attitude towards external IT investments, strong IT subsidiaries
of major transport players and a large number of SMEs that do not seem to
be very attractive to large IT services providers.
Furthermore, a big part of the potential outsourcing market is bound in
captive IT subsidiaries (e.g. in Germany DB Systel/Deutsche Bahn, Deutsche
Post IT Services, Lufthansa Systems).
It remains to be seen if, at European or Global level, a (partial) divestment of
one or more IT subsidiaries will take place in the medium to long term.
The market for application software products shows a high share of custom
software (in particular for technical/“embedded” IT as well as in core business
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processes), which makes it difficult for IT services providers to gain ground.
One major growth driver for the IT market in the transport sector is the
optimization of logistics processes, such as warehouse management or SCM
solutions, with the latter requiring a high share of business process consulting
know-how from IT services providers.
Furthermore, the modernization of existing IT landscapes (incl. applications
and infrastructures) plays an ongoing important role.
3.9.2 MOST RELEVANT TOPICS

Fig. 55 | Romanian vs. Global SITS Market for Transport – Main Hot Topics
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BI/ANALYTICS
Transport is one of the most data-rich vertical markets, particularly in the
rail sub-segment. This owes to the combination of large passenger number
that tend to make regular repeat journeys, as well as the large asset and
infrastructure estates that transport firms operate (e.g. vehicles, signals, track,
stations, etc). This creates strong opportunities for transport firms to harness
the insights that this information can generate in order to both improve
service provision for customers and create efficiencies within operating
processes.
Although BI is now well established as an information management tool,
transport operators are beginning to show interest in big data in order to
handle the growing volumes of data that are being captured.
An increasingly important element of data analytics is how this relates to
digital transformation and customer experience initiatives. The volume of
customer data that transport operators collect is growing rapidly. As more
channels for customer interaction are rolled out, these create new streams
for data collection. The analysis of this data is significant, enabling transport
operators to pursue opportunities such as the development of individually
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tailored marketing campaigns.
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Mature EU transport operators are already advanced in their uptake of
customer-facing systems such as CRM and ticketing, as these represent
some of their sharpest cutting edges with which to address the challenge of
waning customer loyalty.
Airlines are particularly advanced, many of them having developed multichannel models for ticketing that even incorporate social media analytics.
However, this trend is also spreading into rail.
This shows that EU transport operators tend to have a well-established
approach to this kind of ‘front-end’ digitisation, which can be thought of as
digital transformation in the narrow sense. However, when it comes to the
integration of front-end channels with back end activities, aligning business
and IT strategies around the needs of the customer, the market is much less
advanced. However, this is an increasingly prominent ambition that transport
operators are pursuing in order to address the dual challenge of customer
convenience and operational efficiency.
MACHINE-TO-MACHINE (M2M) COMMUNICATION AND THE INTERNET OF
THINGS (IOT)
The transport sector is among the most asset-based industries within the EU
and global economy. While in the past this has made the management of
transport networks a logistical nightmare, it now represents an opportunity
to overhaul the way in which they are managed. In particular, there is the
opportunity to turn transport infrastructure and assets into sources of
data that can generate value and benefits across business processes. Key
examples include managing the throughput of vehicles and providing
customers with real-time travel information.
Although the degree of change required means that M2M needs major
investment, transport stakeholders view the potential return as being
increasingly compelling. One area where this opportunity is being more
closely investigated is among the local transport authorities, where the
opportunity to encourage integration between the public sector and
transport (plus further areas such as utilities and construction) are creating
interesting use cases through ‘smarter city’ models.
MOBILITY
The power of mobility is making itself felt across the EU transport sector, both
from the perspective of enhancing workforce productivity and through web
portals and mobile applications to provide customers with travel information
and more convenient ticketing models.
Cutomer-facing mobility can have a significant impact in terms of enhancing
the convenience of their interactions with their transport providers. However,
mobility can also have a significant transformative impact on internal
processes.
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STANDARDISATION
With transport operators continually seeking to shave their operating
costs in order to both protect margins and remain competitive in a pricesensitive market, embracing approaches such as the commoditisation and
standardisation of IT in non-core areas remains an important goal.
There are numerous techniques that transport operators can pursue in order
to fulfill this ambition of IT standardisation. These include infrastructure
consolidation, virtualisation and the migration towards cloud operating
models. Meanwhile, the establishment of a single, group-wide function for
back-office processes such as F&A and HR can be a prelude to the uptake
of BPO, gaining further efficiencies through exposure to the larger-scale
delivery mode of a third party specialist.
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4. MAIN OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS FOR THE ROMANIAN
IT INDUSTRY
4.1 Independent entrepreneurship
According to PAC research, Romania counts over 11,000 active companies
in different IT fields with less than 200k euro annual revenue. About half of
these companies have, as an annual average, less than two employees, most
of them being created just for fiscal reasons. Actually, most of them act as a
permanent employee (for larger IT companies and/or for end-user). However,
this model of the employee “hidden” under a company name is less and less
used in Romania, due to legislation changes and the willingness of larger
companies to secure their relationship/ partnership with their employees.
During the last five years, it has been a wave of entrepreneurship in the IT
field, many skilled IT people realizing their chance to develop IT solutions,
technologies, applications (mainly mobile apps) or specific IT services and
keep themselves more flexible better earnings.

Opportunities
•

Development of very niche software
products in new areas with lower competition (global and local).

•

Build up a smaller, but trustful and
competitive IT services supplier able to
deliver smaller-scale projects or to staff
internal teams especially in verticals
such as manufacturing, banking or
telecom.

•

Bring foreign, still not locally present
new technologies and solutions, educating the market and partner with SIs not
interested to cover by themselves niche
areas.

•

Teams spin-off from larger companies
and develop them independently, associated or not with a financial investor.

•

Possibility to attract highly skilled
people as partners.

Threats
•

Significant fiscal incentives offered by
the Romanian Government to large IT
investors put very high pressure on the
labour market and make difficult the
antrepreneurs’ access to resources.

•

The IT skills hardly compensate the lack
of management and financial culture
and experience, fundamental in the midterm success of an antrepreneurship
company.

•

The very difficult access to significant
financial resources for start-ups in
Romania makes them fragile and forced
to move the profit center/ HQ in more
business-friendly countries such as UK,
NL or US.

•

Potential financial investors usually
under-evaluate pure Romania-based
start-ups

4.2 Financial investments
Looking at the current needs of an average Romanian IT company, there it
comes as evidence that its financial position (available cash, short- and midterm cash investment capabilities) is weak or very weak.
During the recent five years, in the context of the financial crisis, combined
with serious issues in several public sector deals, some mid-sized and
relatively large IT companies (especially system integrators) have passed
through very difficiult periods and a couple of them have collapsed.
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Significant Romanian IT services suppliers have invested relatively large
amounts of money during the boom period (2005-2008) and the market has
then been unable to absorb their new offering. So, their debts have to be
covered by fresh cash or from the cash generated by the traditional business,
which has been and, for some of them, it is still very difficult.
At the same time, very promising start-ups have emerged and their
accelerated development needs financial support. In such cases, the financial
investment should come coupled with management, sales, marketing and
even pure international networking support.

Opportunities
•

•

•

Take over the control of well-established
Romanian IT companies, with good references, highly skilled people and good
portfolio of products and/or services,
but under financial pressure due to past
high investments only partially covered
by sales.
Enter as minority shareholder of emerging, rising stars, which need financial
support for the development of promising software product(s) – with European
or Global potential.
Buy, through acquisition of existing
shares, capital increase and/or mid-term
loans, successful Romanian software
companies that have not enough resources or management capabilities to
move to the next level in terms of market coverage or product maintenance/
development.

Threats
•

For well-established IT companies with
profitable business in Romania, it is hard
to agree an investment with high ROI.

•

Two out of five start-ups are not going
to bring the expected return on investment or will even generate high loses
when exiting from their capital in 3-5
years.

•

Companies with software products
that have quite relevant market share in
Romania, are not automatically well positioned to copy their domestic success
on the global markets.

•

The fiscal and legal changes on the
Romanian market may change the initial
working hypotheses for the return on
the investment in a company (start-up
or with certain brand awareness and
business).

4.3 Strategic investments
As of today, the Romanian software and IT services companies, larger or
smaller, with longer history or just start-ups, are all looking to open new
doors, enter new markets and (multinational, global) accounts.
For that purpose, they are actively looking for partners and they are even
very much open to strategic investors that may help them with more sales
opportunities, methodologies and standards required in Europe, US or
globally.
Generally, Romanian well-established companies prefer strategic investors
instead of the financial ones and the option is usually to sell the majority
shares giving the immediate control over companies’ decisions and then the
option of exit for the former owners in three to five years.
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Opportunities
•

Romania is an important market in
Eastern Europe for a large number
of multinational groups, especially
European ones; this is why multinational
IT suppliers should develop their local
delivery capabilities in order to be able
to support their European or global
customers in Romania, too; otherwise, in
the context of IT suppliers’ consolidation
process, there is a high risk to seriously
decrease their share of waller into traditional customers.

•

The double interest for the acquisition of
a Romanian IT company is represented
by the access to the local market and to
the local competences to be used for
European and/or global delivery.

•

The valuation of Romanian software and
IT services companies is still under the
evaluation of IT players listed in Europe
or in the US, which can make an investment quite profitable from the begining.

•

Through the integration of a local IT
company into an European/ Global IT
group, the latter can add some local
business, references and, possibly,
access to public sector deals financed
by EU.

Threats
•

From an accounting perspective, many
Romanian IT providers do not have
clean books, fully and rigorously in line
with the financial and legal rules, which
makes the due-diligence process quite
difficult.

•

From a legal perspective, the contracts
signed by Romanian IT companies give
very often more advantage to their customers and do not protect them enough
compared to similar terms and conditions in Western Europe or in the US.

•

The fiscal and legal changes on the
Romanian market may change the initial
working hypotheses for the return on
the investment in a company (start-up
or with certain brand awareness and
business).

•

Many of the Romanian IT companies
strongly depend on their founder and,
when he is no longer with the company,
there may be serious difficulties.

•

The expectations of Romanian owners
exceed the valuation the potential strategic investors are ready to commit for.

4.4 Government attitude
So far, the Romanian Government has not been very transparent and
consistent in its support for the software and IT services industry.
However, several fiscal incentives have been approved and are valid for the
development of the IT industry: no salary tax for IT graduates, significant
subventions for serious commitment of over 200 new IT positions kept
by one company for more than three years, some incentives for young
entrepreneurs.
Nevertheless, unfortunately, most of these incentives do not directly stimulate
the production of higher added-value, but just offer the chance to the largest
IT players to develop faster and be more competitive on the labor market
compared to mid-sized or small providers.
By analyzing the main issues related to the software and IT services industry
in Romania, PAC has selected five relevant measures that the Romanian
Government should take in order to give a healthy boost to this industry that
has one of the highest potential of growth in the local economy:
Quickly adapt the education system to the market needs – in terms of
number of graduates, as well as competencies. For the next five years, the
main inhibitor for the local IT industry is the lack of enough IT resources to
fuel the industry needs in line with the global and local market demand for
products, projects and support services.
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Support more the innovation in research and development of software
products and high added-value services in Romania. Today, a too high
share of the IT resources are used in low-end services and not supported to
develop their competences in innovative areas.
Finance IT business incubators in at least 5 university centers in Romania and
support the Romanian software products to penetrate the global market.
If well done and regulated, these investments may have a fast return on
investment by keeping high added-value companies in Romania.
Stimulate the development of the stock exchange in Romania and the
IPOs in the IT field. Looking at Poland, for example, it is obvious the role
of investments through the stock exchange and the key role of IPOs in the
further development (local and international) of IT companies.
Spend public and EU funds for IT projects where the tender process is
objective and transparent and the final results are real and functional.
Currently, the public IT projects have a very bad reputation through
corruption scandals, projects over-paid and not fully delivered, bad use of
the IT and poor access of IT companies to public tenders.
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5. SEGMENTATION & MAIN TERMS DEFINITION
Horizontal View
5.1 IT Services
5.1.1 INFRASTRUCTURE-RELATED SERVICES
•

•

•
•

•

•

Hardware Maintenance - Repair and support, for all types of hardware
(from mainframe to PC) and related system software (proprietary or open
systems).
Field Services and Services Desk - Field Services (installation,
configuration and roll out of infrastructure, operational support; on
customer’s site) and (stand alone) Service Desk
Infrastructure-Related Consulting - Planning, specification and design of
information systems - Infrastructure-related
Infrastructure-Related SI - Customization and integration of infrastructure
products; It includes both types of IT services invoiced on a time &
material (also known as T&M, contract staff, staff augmentation, body
shopping…) basis as well as fixed-time/fixed-price basis.
End User Devices Outsourcing - Outsourcing of mostly large PC
installations and PC networks, as well of other end user devices; incl.
operation, help desk, software distribution, etc.
Server Outsourcing & Hosting - Outsourcing of the data center (in
mainframe environment and/or in client/server environment), most of the
time including the transfer of both human resources and infrastructure
assets; hosting of an application, including server//mainframe and basic
system operation, but excluding application management; Web hosting hosting of a customer’s web site;

5.1.2 APPLICATION-RELATED SERVICES
•

•

•

•
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Application-Related Consulting - Planning, specification and design of
information systems - Application-related; process consulting: process
design, process/ IT alignment
Application-Related SI - Custom software development, packaged
software implementation, integration of applications; includes both types
of invoicing: time & material (also known as T&M, contract staff, staff
augmentation, body shopping…) as well as fixed-time/fixed-price.
Application-Related ITT - Focused on either end users and/or IT
professionals, it includes two types of delivery: standard Applicationsrelated training, including all multi-customer seminars and customized
Applications-related training, including on a one-on-one basis;
Application Management - The maintenance and enhancement of
existing applications (custom development and/or customized software
products), sometimes even their initial development. Long-term (multiyear) contract with a commitment to fulfilling pre-defined service level
agreements (SLAs) on a fixed-price basis. Often, specialized IT staff is
transferred

5.1.3 IT-INTENSIVE BPO
•

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) means the takeover of responsibility
for an entire business process (or parts of it), also including specialized
administrators besides the related infrastructure and application
management. BPO also includes processing services such as payroll, card
or transaction processing. BPO also includes processing services such as
payroll, card or transaction processing.

5.2 Own IP Software Products
5.2.1 INFRASTRUCTURE SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS
Important note: figures will include only revenues from licenses and
maintenance fees directly charged by the software manufacturer. All related
revenues from implementation (consulting, implementation/ customization,
training) or support services are booked as services revenues.
•
•

•

•

Operating Systems - Proprietary as well as open operating systems and
system-level software
N2SM (Network, System and Storage Management) - Network, System
and Storage Management software for all types of hardware (from
mainframe to PC)
Security - Cryptographic software, Access Control, Intrusion detection
system (IDS), Intrusion prevention systems (IPS), Antivirus, Anti-spyware,
Anti keylogger, Anti-Subversion, Anti-Tamper, Anti-Spam, Firewall, Internet
Security
Middleware - Data engines/database engines, analysis/ modelling/
design, software engineering, code generation, rules engines, test &
quality, BPM/BAM, application servers, web services tools, connectors,
EAI, MOM

5.2.2 APPLICATION SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Important note: figures will include only revenues from licenses and
maintenance fees directly charged by the software manufacturer. All related
revenues from implementation (consulting, implementation/ customization,
training) or support services are booked as services revenues.
•
•

•

•
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Office Automation includes software like word-processing, data
spreadsheet and/or presentation software;
Content includes Document management, Web content management,
Archiving (documents, e-mails, ERP/FI data), Digital asset management,
Document-based workflow;
Collaboration includes messaging and groupware systems, platformindependent UC applications and software to enhance and connect VoIP
and UC platforms via telephony systems and groupware specialists.
BI - Business Intelligence (BI) includes software tools for reporting,
analytical applications, corporate performance management and GRC
(Governance, Risk and Compliance); some of the core functions of BI
solutions include: Reporting & query, Analysis, Balanced Scorecards,
Dashboards, Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting

•
•
•

Horizontal Business Applications - Financials, HRM, CRM, SRM
Vertical Business Applications - Industry-specific solutions such as billing
(telecom, utilities), core banking systems, e-government...
Technical Applications - Technical and graphical software, incl. CAD, GIS,
command control and SCADA (eg, plant management in manufacturing
or utilities, network management in telecom, utilities or transport, C3I in
defence...)

Vertical View
INDUSTRY
•

•

Automotive & Discrete Manufacturing (incl. aerospace & defense,
high tech and electrical engineering, mechanical & plant engineering,
construction)
Process Manufacturing (incl. metal, chemical, pharmaceutical, oil & gas,
food & beverages, tobacco, textile, paper, agriculture, etc.)

BANKING
•
•
•
•

Retail Banking
Wholesale/Corporate Banking
Investment Banking
Private Banking

INSURANCE
•
•
•
•

Life & Pension
Property & Casualty
Health
Reinsurance

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
•
•
•

Government (incl. federal, regional and local administration, education,
etc.)
Health and Social Services (incl. social insurance and hospitals)
Defense

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
•
•
•
•

Fixed carriers
Mobile carriers
Virtual Network Operators (VNO)
Internet Service Providers

UTILITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Electricity
Water
Gas
Waste disposal
Heat

RETAIL & WHOLESALE
•
•
•
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Wholesale
Retail (food)
Retail (non-food)

SERVICES & CONSUMERS
•
•
•
•
•

Media
Professional Services
Real Estate/Facility Management
Tourism
Consumers - It refers to the use of IT in households (contrary to
professional organizations - enterprises, institutions, etc.); it covers
individual consumers, usually in a multi-person environment (e.g. a
family), with a possibly differentiated use of IT products and services
(e-mailing/ social networking, information gathering, e-shopping,
education, personal development, household book keeping, home
office, games, etc.)

TRANSPORTATION
•
•
•
•
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Rail and Public Transport
Freight
Aviation
Postal Services
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Copyright Pierre Audoin Consultants, 2016. All rights reserved.
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